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ABSTRACT
The reactions of cobalt halides with lithium dialkylamides have
been investigated. The reaction with lithium diethylamide proved to
be very unusual. This reaction was fully studied and the ma i n
products were shown to b~ lithium chloride, cobalt metal and
bis(4-ethylimino-2-butene-2-ethylamino)Cob~lt(II). The latter product
which was a volatile brown liquid was identified by its physical and
. .
chemical properties and the physical properties of derivatives prepared
from the ligand after removal of the cobalt.
Bis-(4-ethylimino-2-butene-2-ethylamino)cobalt(II) is a
nitrogen analogue of the metal acetylacetonates and shows many
similar properties. The ligand 4-ethylimino-2-ethylamino-2-butene •
was shown, by the magnetic moment and electronic spectra of the
tetrahedral cobalt compound, to produce a very higb ligand field.
A reaction mechanism has been proposed to explain the prod~cts
'o f the reaction of cobalt chloride with lithium diethylamide.
The reactions of other lithium dialkylamides t...ith cobalt halides
haye sho,vu that dialkylamino compounds of cobalt(II) exist but are
generally unstable thermally and very oxygen sen~itive. The only
stable (thermally) dialkylamino cobalt(II) compound prepared was
bis-hexamethyldisilylamino cobalt(II). In solution this compountl
was shown· to be a 1inear t wo coordinate compound of cobalt(II). Thi.s
unusual stereochemistry for cobalt(II) presenbs many theoretical
problems before the magnetic and spectral properties ,are fully
understood.
(ii)
• It was found that the other dialkylamino cobalt(II) compounds
produced were u!lstable.thermally decomposing above room temperature.
The most stable compounds were formed when the dialkyl- group
produced large steric hindrance.
1\J'onew alkoxides were prepared from the dial.kylami.no cobalt(II)
compounds. The ma~1etic and spectral properties of these compounds
, '
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.This thesis is concerned wit he prepar~tiont chemic'l and
physiqal properties of cobalt compounds of orga~c secondar-y amines
and derivatives of these ami.nes , Many co-npounds of cobalt are known
where th~ amine (N-'O hydrogen as been r placed by cobalt. These
ar g erally not simple a11ph~10 or ar~tlc ~~ines b t derivatives
of amines containing another atom whio can coordinate with the ~et 1.
A f w examples of these compounds are given bela.
One vory important compound of this general type which occurs
natural~y is vit~in B12 which is a compound of cobalt (I!I). The
cobalt ...t on is urr unded by five nitrogens an a cy 1 ide grout'






Ptrrole c?mpounds of which vitamin Ei is one constitute
another import nt type. Ono of the simplest of this type 14 the
octahedral cobalt (III) compound fOrMed by ~~lnes of pyrrole-2-
aldehyde1•
thaI'S of this gen ral type are compounds related to th
pdrphins e.g. The cobalt complex shown on page 2.
\0
2•
• Cobalt ph halocyanine 1s al~o a reI ted compound (this will
be discussed later in the th sis but the structure 15 shown below).
,..
s-Ketoamine compounds of cobalt have been prepared by Everett
and Holm2 and the secondary alIdne derivatives shown ,by the general








rhere are other known co~pounos of this type but the preceding
examples show that, the metal to m trogen bond formation is helped
by the coordination of oxygen or nitrogen to th'ecobalt. Although
3.
no si.:llple s eco da ry 8J1ILle ompounds of coba l t have been ropo rt.ed ,
other et~ls have een shown to fo~ ~i~ple dialkyl- or di ryl'
::\''llin()COl'!lPOLL"1dS. 'r~e only siMple aB.ph tic s scondar-y wne cOJ!\p'1.eas
of cobalt raport~d in any n tail are the diethylamine complexes ot·
the halid s J • Anhydrous cobalt halides we.re s own 0 react with
diethylamine to form pseudo et.rahedr 1 comp'l exes CeX2( (C2H5\: J2" -
Magnetic and spectr-a.l1'I\9a.sure'1\ent'l5 wc re used to id~n~ify the tetra-
•nedral stereoch~stry. The importance of these measurements in,
the de termt.nat.Lonof the stereochenrl.cal envtroll1ent of tIle cobalt
atol'!! will be discussed later in this introduction; These compounds
have the amina coo ina.ted by he nitrogen to the cobalt but there
had been no displacement ~f the hyd' ogan on the nitrogen by the
oobalt.
-;
The hi.to~ of ~~tal a~ine co~poQ~ds started in l8S? when
4
Frankland was 1nvestig~ ing the chemical reactions of zinc diethyl.
He caused 3ine diethyl to react with sev~ral ~ine5 and obtained
compounds which included ~inc diethylami,d. ,znIN(C2Bs)2]2.' ~n 1897
, 5ritherly reported th8t sodiwm amide reacts with primary and
secondary arnines with replacement of one hydrogen an~ thus he' s
able to prepare sodi m phenylamide and sodium diphenylamide. The
lithium derivatives wer. prep reo by ~legler et.al. 1.n a 81'1neS of'
papers and paten 5 in the 1930's 6,7,8,9,10. Th~ gan ral m~thod ~sect
was the reaction of an organo lithium derivative e.g~ phenyl lithi\llll
"
wi th an amine.
Som~ of the lithtwn amides show p!~perties wnich definitely.
4.
indicate a metal-nitrogen COy lent bon~ r tner th n an ionic fOrMalat1on.
Lithium di-isopropylaMide is soluble in non-polAr organic solvents.
In the absence of ~olecular weight data in solu 10n one must assume
11 ~that these compounds are similar to the lithiUM alkyls and lithium
12alkoxides _•
.Many other elements have been shown to fOM di.'llkylaTllinoCO'1lPO'Jn~S.
Boron trihalides will react with S l'lesecondary amine5 to form.tria-
dialky1amino compounds of boron1). Using this method Lappert et.al. were
able to prepare the lower n-alkvl derivatives (dim~thyl, diethyl and
d1- -butyl) bu replacef'lent of only two chlorines w.Ilg effected by
diDheny1a~\ne And di-isooropylamine. The tetraklsdtmethylamlde
14derivative of carbon has been prepared • Alumini~ which has a
,0covalent radius of 1.25, A a camp red with boron having a covalent
radius of 0.8 ~ is able to fo~ a tris-di-isopropylamide15• Silicon
forms a t.trakisdlet~vlamide under v r.1 drastic condition i.e. heating
tris(diethy1arnino) bromo,11ane with diethy1amino magnesiUM bromide at
Oo~16 .15 ~ : the dimethylam1de and the tetrapiperidino compounds have also
17been prepared , The tetrakisdiethylmino denvattve or gel'l'!1aniUl'Tlh.u
been prepared by the reaction of ge~an1um t tr.brOMide with
diethylamine18• The dim~thyla~no derivatives of phosphorus19,
20 21 . 22sulphur ,arsenic and antimony' have also ,been prepared.
Tin d1alkylamides were first prepared by Thomas2J by the reaction
of tin tetrachloride with lithi~~ dia.lkylam1des. The preparations of
organotin dla1kylamides has been well documented and are excel18nt~v
24reviewed by Jone! and 1Appe~t •
The study of dialky1amino nd diary1amino compounds of transition
metals started in 1935 when . rmer and F rnel1us?5 eau,ed pota.SSiUM
5.
diphenylMdde to react with titanium tetraohlol"icle, thus syntbesir.ing
26titaniUM IV tetradiphenyla.m1de. Gilman et.al.· pr pared uranium IV
, .
tetradiethyl~ide b,y distilling the product ot the reaction of uranium
tetrachloride with lithiUl'!ldiethylamide. other secondary amines were
tried but no other dialkylandde' could b distilled and even diethylamide
s ~ed to be thennally unstable unless a very lo~pre. sure was used for
the distillation. Bradley and Thomas prepared the dialkyllll1idesof
27 28 '. 29
titaniwn and zirconium • niobium and tantalum. by the reaction of
the metal halides with 11thi \ll'Il dia.1ky1anddes of' U.t&niUll\~d z1.rcon1
were all monomeric except zlrconlu~ dimethyl amide which w s found to
h&ve.a degree of polymerization of 1.22. These oompo ds react
.
vigorou~ly with water and with nlFohols pro~lce alkoxides. A~no1ysls
wi th other secondary nes was carri.d out but,it w 8 f~~~d that ~th
amines producing large sterle effects such as di-lsopropylamine only
partial substitution could be obtained even with zirconium.
III
Niobium and tantalum provided some interesting results. Firstly,.
niobiUM (V) chloride when caused to react with lithium dimethylam1de•
gave a volatile p.nta-dimethylam1de~ All othe~ secondary amines tried
except N-meth,.l-n-butylandt'l.e gave volatile nioQlll11l(IV) dialkyl~des.
Even the N-methyl-n-butylamide was th.rmal~ unstable distilling to give. ,
1
a product which appeared to be pr~dominantly t.trakis (N~ethyl-n-
butylamino) niobium (IV). ThU8 in all eases" except with dimethylamine,
" .there had taken place a reduction from niobium (V) to niobium (IV).




I'antaIum proved to be slightly different, firstly a penta-dill'let,hyla."lide
could be subU'ned in v cuo nd pentili,s den v tives Ta(NR?)S (where
n n nR=~tJ Pr f Bu ) ~lso Ta{NMeBu )5 and Ta(NC5H10)5 w re prepar d in
i~pure state without dis ill ion. Attenpted d1 tilla ion to purify
these c pounis resulted in the~al deco~pos1tion according to the
fol10win quation.
The t9Jltalu~ compounds so produced at 111 h ve a v Loney of five but
on hydrolysis or alcoholysis, t~ey give o&'~pril1U'Y ine and
10S8con raryamine in t e ra 10 1:3. F'urth r work u3ing N.M.R. has,
shown th.q.tin t e compound EtN=Ta(N~2)1 here q_re two distinc types
of ethyl groups.
Basi and Bradl&y have prep d SOr11.6 di lkyla"llid 5 f chrOl'1iUlll
31 1~ 1.(Ill) and chro~1UM (IV) • The compound Cr(NPr )~ is a black
•
s b11,:rtables lid which 1.' v~ry enst tive to oxyg n and easily
hydrolysed. It h'u~ been used to prep r t ~r~ r-lkorlcies 0: chro.-,i·:<'I
ii.stilla.:'1.onof ":.1 t'! product.s ?f the reaction of chrorailJll'l trtchloriti9
and lit ilm diet"'tylaJ"lioe. Th s co pound is also ~ily ydro'lysed,
'iannagat and Burger :;,11a inv tigating the nrop rti tJ of 11.thi
bis-trifl1ethylsilyl mide prepared bir...trimethylsil lam.lno deriva iv s
~3 13 13 13




'rh bis-tri Rthyll:>11j'l<l1l11no der1v~tives of ohrof1li\lTll, '1lflnganese,
rn.ckel nd COPPEll', were pro uced by the reaction of ".,d1Ull1bis.. riflI~ hy
'. 7.
sllylamide ~th CrC1J, ~I2' NiI2 and CuI, respeotively. All of.
these compounds were fo~ to ba volatile and could be ubl1Med
.'in vacuo; The,. appeared to b. reaotive towards oxygen.. .
TttaniUlt tetrachloride gave only a mono-sub~t1tu;ed derivative
.wfiell caused to react Awith ~od1l.it1! bls-trbtethylsilyl8l!dde. fiC1~-
,(Si(CHJ)J)2 reacted with. 'pyridine giving a product fomulated by. ..
flannagat as:-
, .
T~ethylchloro!ilan. was shown to be th other product ot tbia
reaction. Vanad~UM oxyqhlor1d~ whenreacted with sodium bistrtMethyl-




• . N [S1(CRJ)3] 2
, .
This was id ntifled by its ch8ldcal properties. in!nu ed spectrum and
N.M.R. spectrum. The latter gave three sharp signals irt the ratio
1:2:J .ian.nagat rationalized t~i8 by' po~tu1at1ng that the -:t{S1(C8J)J]Z
groups were non-equivalent and one of the signals p,1"Oduoedvat sup r-
imposed upon one of the other signals.
These titaniUl11 and vanadiUrllcompounds obviously need more study ..
The properties of a etal'nitrogen double bond proposed in these o~po~d8
and EtN=Ta(NEt2)3 shoUld be very inte,resting •.
The zinc, oadm11.U11and mercury oOMpoundsware prepared 1n a sWl.a!'
8.,
lTIaMer. The infrs red d Raman epectr3 of these compounds w re
shown by normal coordin te analys1s t including the s1licon t nitrogen
Bna ~otal toms, to correspond to 02~ symrnetr,y. Thus all th atoms
mentioned 11~ 1n a pl~e and th nitrogen-metal-nitro en bonds re
.linear. 'rh. syn:netrical and asymmetrical stretching modes of the metal-




The bis-trimethyls1~1 derivativ s of iron (III) and cobalt (II)
were prepared in a similar manner. Th 1ron c~pound was shown to be
mQno~er1c and soluble in non-polar organic Rolvents. Th cobalt
compoun is the only reported dialkylamide of cobalt aa such WArrants
~ preli.'11inarydiscussion although it will b dealt with further 1n
the thesis. 'iann eat found that ldth t~trahydrafuran s, olv' nt he
coul.d l"·...p_re cob It is-trlmethylsilyla.m1de 1n approximately 50'%
yield. This compound could be distilled and h predicted hat fro
the boiling point (1010 at 0.6 mm Hg pressure) t~a it w~s mon~meric
in the vapour state. Th8 eompoun~ c~st llizes as green needles which
turn black when expos d to o~gen. The compound appeared 0 be very
susceptible to hydrolysis s well as oxyg n. ~annagat showed by fu!
elemental analysis th&t there was no olecQl coordinated 0 the cobalt'
such as totr hydro uran or hex&methyldlsilaz ne. It is freely soluble
in non-polar 801vents.
he afar entioned di&lkylmnino compounds hays certain important
9.
properties which need to be outlined. The most 1mp9rtant reactions ~r
(a) substitution and (b) addition.
(a) M-N< + HX __ --.~ M-X + HN< •
(b) M-il + X=Y ) M-X-Y-N(
rhas • •reactions have been revi lled for tin conpounde by Jones nd
Lappert24 and ~ost other dialkyl mino metal compounds give stmllar
re~ctions. A few examples of relevance to this thesis are given b.~ow:-
(a) 1. Reaction with water (hydrolysis)
M(NRZ)x + x H20 ___. M(OH)x + HNR2
2. Reaction of al ohols forming alkoxides
•
M(NR2)x + x ROR ~ M(OR)x + x RNH2
J. Reactions with primar,y &mines
M(NR2)X + x RNH ---+ M(NHR)x + x RNHZ
The primary examples of (b) are the reactions with CSZ and CO2 to fo~
dialkyld1thiocarbamates nd dialkylcarbamatea respect1v ly.
Cobalt is element 27 and ls in Group VIII of the Per1od1.oTable.
2·Cobalt has the electronic oonfigul"atiol'lin the ground state of 1. ,
2 6 2 '67 228 t Zp , 35 t 3p t 3d • 48. It exhibits several valency states ••g.
-1, 0, 1, 2, 3 and 4. Th. stability and ster60chemlstr,r in the~e
valency states is detend.ned by the ligands.
An example of the stability or the oxidation st.tes 2 and 3 with
different 11gands is~sh~wn b.r the oxidation-reduotion potentials of the
following complex ~stems in aqueous .olution.
10•
[ CO(SzO)61
2+ II Co(S"O) 6] 3+ •+ 1.84 volts •.
[C?(NHJ)6 ]
2+ I [CO(NH))6] 1+ + C.l0 volts.
7he potential for th cobalt ~II) squo c plex i$ so high that it will
accept an electron from the hydroxyl ion in solution .nd become oobalt
f 1?+ '.and C~(NH3)6J' b .ox;1dized ..(U). Tb. Ql'rrine complex is quite d1ffel"ent
by atJ'1tospherloxygen to lCO(N 3)613+.
As this thesi! 1s mainly concerned. with cob lt in its ox1da
1
tion .
state of two the following discussion of ster ocnemlstr,y will main. .
oov~r oobalt (II) wi h ~ome reterenees to cobalt (III). An exellent·
revie~ articl. by ;ar11n38 discusses the electronic struoture and .. ; ..
( ) 39 .stereochemistry of cobalt II. Another article by Lewis disousses
the spectrosoop19 and magnetic properties of cOlltplees of cobalt (II)"
The two main .ster ochem1stri s of cobalt (II) re tetrahedral and
octahedral, cobalt (In) comple~es are almost invariably octahedral:
Tbe factors influencing coordination are not'yet ful1Y underatood 'ut,
• •some ligands 1l'I1posea partioular stereooh_istry upon he ooba.lt, e.g.
"
the phthalooyanine and porphyrin cOI'I1plexesare squar-e planar. There may
often be 4. 8quilibrium betw en two stereochemistries ••g.
Co PY2 X2 + 2py ~ Co PY4X2
Tetrahedral Octahedral
Five coordination has been shown to b inor .singly common amonget cooalt
oompounds. Thus Co(NO) [32~(CHJ)2]' has be n shown by cr,yst.a1~t
40to be a reetangular-based pyramidal structure •
Eight ooordination has been shown to exist in a. few OOiltpounds,a good
eXl.l'llpl&is LAS(C6HS\JzCO(N03)441. Id 1 tetrahedral and octahedral
synmtetriea do not exist, ther always seems to b some distortion present.
11.
2- 0 I 0 I 0'The (Co':::ll ..) nion has angles of 107 20, 108 50, 109 20 and
rhus all the compounds which are oalled tetra-
hedral or octahedral are really only 'pseudo' tetrahedral or octahedral.
The magnetic and 5pectral prop rties of cobalt OOMplexes are
often diagnostic of the presence of octahedral or tetrahedral 8tereo~
chemistry. Simplif~ed energy level diagrams for 11 d? ion in octahedral
and tetrahedral fields are shown in Figs land 2.
The ground state for octahedral d7 c
2 2 6 1(e) or E (t ) Ce ) , depending upon the strength of the lig~~1
g g?g g 4
field. In weak ligand fi.lds the T st te is the ground state and so
L ,2+ 19 1-1
in C~o(H?O)6J which gives a band at 8350 cm
-1approximately 20,000 C~ the former is as
the latter 4Tlg~ 4T1g(P).
and Ii band syst
4 4igned the Tt ~ T2g4 4 g
The transition rlg~ A2g is a two
at
and
electron transition and so should only have a ver.y small intens1ty and
-1 4:>this has been identified at 17,850 em •
4 'The growld state for tetrahedral cOMplexes of cobalt (II) is A2(F).
4 ~ 4
ssigned to 2(F) T2(1')'rhe first transition (v1) occurs at 10 Dq and is
4 4
The second transition (\)2) is A2(F)--)~ T1(F) and the third (\))) is
4 4- .A2(F)~ T1{P).
-13000 e~ and 5000
The first transition vi should oocur betveen about
-1 .
cm but it has been little observed. The second
and thirrl transition are of much greater intensity no are generally
-1 -1 -1observ d in the reg10ns 5000 em to 8000 em and 15.000 om to
-120,000 em respectively. A few examples are given in tab1 1from
work by Cotton43•
As well as the band po~it1ons being a guide to stereochemistr,y the
band tnt nsity are also important. Generally band intensitt s are
12.
Fig 1.
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2
13.
measured by the molar extinction coefn:ci nt but this is less importnnt
-9than the oscillator strength , whi~h 'i.s given by r :: 4.12 x 1Q f l os»
,
where v is the frequency of th~ b nne If the band is assumed 0 b
a a ssian curve then = 4.60 x 10-9 e vJ.. where v~ is the bandmax :l !
f(v ) 'C1'l-l2 .
f(v3) Cl'l-l
t"'effS•M•
Generally, the extinction coefficients and oscillator st ngths for
44'the transition Tl ~ T1 (p) in oct.ahedr aL contplex 5 are approx1mat 1y
b g
-410 an~ 2 x 10 r~specttvelY. The oscillator str~ngth! of some tetra-
width where E :: t e:
l"IJax
2-







4,500 - 4.700 4,3 - 5.030
13•000 - 13 t 500 13,1300 -14.200












hedr-s.L complex s ar shox..m 1n Table 1 and the ftxtinction coefficients of
\)2:l.nd\)3 are gener'llly of thfl order of 50 0 100 and 100 to 1,000






')+rhe ~a6netic prorarties of Co~ h~ve been well s udied and the
par~~Agnetic susceptibility of Co (II) was or15in lly explained qy
3chlapp and penney45.
14.
The spin-only mom nt fol'.cobalt (II) 15 J.88 B.Mt
222
~eff : 8 g S(S + 1)
'~8re S : 3/2 g = 2.0023.
,The spin-only moment has not been found for t tJ!'ahedralor octahedral
. 4Cobalt (rr )cOI1lpounds. In the octahedral ease the ground state T1 is
orbitally degenerate and caUSes an angular oment contribution to
the magnetic moment. Thus the M~ent 11es hetw .n.the limits of the
spin-only moment 3.88B.M. and
Il = [ 4S(S' + 1) + L(L + 0] t II: ,S.28.M.
S 15 th spin-angular MOl'IIentum3/21; and L is the total orbital angular
mOMentum 3t. Th. experimental moments lie betlleen 4.7 and 5.2 B.M.
A fell spin-paired octahedral eomplexes hav been met,sured and
those gen4rally h ve moments between 1.8 and 1.9 B.M•• The slightly
high oment (1.73 B.M. for one unpaired electron), 15 caused by spin-
orbit coupling. Tetrahedral complexes always have magnetic moments
higher than th spin-only M~~nt caused by sp1n-orbi~ coupling. Spin-
4 4orbit coupling cause the mixing of the F 1 and T2 states with the
ground state. The spin-orbit coupling decreases as the separation of
the states from the ground increases. Therefore high ligand fields
which cause high values of 10Dq have the lowest OMents. Generally
the moments of tetrahedral complexes are in the range 4..4 - 4.7 B .M••
Square planar complexes or cobalt (II) generally exhibit moment
h1gher than the spin-only moment for one unpaired eleotron. The
46phthAlocyanine gave a value of 2.72 at room temperature but showed
oa temperature dependence giving a MOMent of 2.22 at 90 K.
1.5.:
:
five eoordinate complexes of eobalt which ha'O'ebeeyi investigated
generally give moments of the order 2.2 - 2.5 -a.oM.. . . · ,
It may be seen from the preceding summar.y that the .tereooh~stri.8
of cobalt (II) have been thorough~ investigated m:da cOl1lbi~t1on of the
spectral and magnetic properties may oft.n be used: in identif'y1ng a
specifio stereooh~iatr,y. This method has been u d for identifioation
"
of som.eof the stereochfll1l1striesot COtrlpounds produced in this thesis ..
Bradley and Thomas47 carr1ed~out reaotions' of met' 1 halides of the
. .
first transition series with lithium diethylam14e. ·As .tated previously,
the reactions with tlt..m.um. van.ad1um and chrllmiuna' prooeeded smoothly to
give metal diethylarrldes. fOIl the later transition ~ta1s the r aotion
was not straight-forward and SOl1te products wen obtained which did not
•
have properties characteristic of metal d1a~lam1des. Mangane.e (II)
chloride, iron (III) chloride. cobalt (II) chlor1de and nickel (II)
chloride were all oaused tQ react with lithium d1et~lamide and upon
distillation of the reaction product. a yellow or 9rang& oil was obtained.
,
This distillation produot was generally less than ten per c.nt b.1 weight
,of the total produots of the reaction. In each case the product was
notably resistant to hydrolysis (in eontrast to ~etal dialkylamides).
,
Also they all exhibited a strong ultravoilet absorption in the region. '
-1of ,00 l'Ilf ( '\r :3),000 cm } and a stl'Ong absorption in ~ .. intl"4red at
-1approXimatelY 1560 cm • The cobalt and nickel ~8tems were investigated
more fully than the others.
The Naction between cobalt chloride and lithi~ di-etbylsm1.de was
carried out 1n several solvents, it was shown that ~sing either
diethylamine or t.trahldrofuran as solvent And a ratio of Co:Li of 1,4
16.
up to 12~ of distill en prod lot (b~sed on weight of cobQlt chloride
taken) ~ou d be 0 ,t tned. The action did not ppe1r to proceed
o
below - 20 c. rh. dis iiled prod et (a brown liquid) gave variable
ch mical ~111yses bu the compound wa~ purified by fractional
distillation and gay 4 co1)alt to nitrogen r-ltio of.1:4. A.
molecular w.i~ht was obtained in cyclohexane of )32 !10 and
magnetic moment giving a value of ~eff = 1.9B.M. was obtained.
rh. infrared, ultravoilet and visible spectra were obtain d d
i f f ~ ~ 1560 cm-1 t 1 1the ass ~n.'llent0 he in rarth band at was ten at ve y
as sa.gned to C="l possibly conju"ptedu• 'The spect.ra l and l'l,ggnetic
pro~erties pointed t ~traha;ral cobalt 8~rroQnd d y four nitrogens.
SOl'1e chmcal reactions itI re tried but 0 t gave- nconclu.sive r.~ults
as to the structur of +oe co~pounq. Two methods vere found for
extractin, the cob It fro, th ligand.
1. An ion-exchange ntethod using an ankorr-e C:1 nf;; resin. The compound
was dl ssoIved in 8N hydrochloric acid and treated wi h anion-exchang
?-resin to rove J e (CoC14) fomed leaving tho ligand in eoLut.Lcn
as the hyd~ochlor1de.
2. Precipitation of the cabal ~s the benz1mi~azol complex leaving
the ligand. These methods will be discussed later in the thesis.
It was f~lt worthwhile investigating this compound in more detail
so that a structure could be assigned. The reactions of other d1alkyl-
amides with cobalt halides was also undertaken w~th the object of
preparing similar compounds or possibly dialk,1lamides of.cobalt.
The disilylamide of cobalt WdS also investigated as this was the




$volatility this oompound was probably monomer c in tbe vapour phase.
. .
Thi~ unique stereochemistry (if correct) would be of ver,y great
importance and S ould lead to unusual physlc~l and eh8m1cal
properties.
EXPERIMENTAL and RESULTS •
. ,
18.
1. Apparatu~ & ~eneral Procedure
Th s.nsitive nature of th co~po~ s produced especially to
water and/or oxygen neco sitat&d the USe of a very etrlneently dry,
and oxyi, n-f1"e atnospher-e, Because of t'l& v r:r low v 1 11lty of
thA COI"f1?O is 8. no r-aa'I V OUUM syst, :'I. co cl not be use<1.. III gl ss
8.ppar tu~ 'as us d wher9V r Possi')le. is wa.s dna( in I')Vl!tll
11.j.OoC for sever 1hours bafore use. Tb apparatus was evacuated
whilst hot and f.i11~ with purified nitrogen. he n1trogen (Bri h
Oxygen 'Nh1te Spot') was deoxYg~at d by'pa~s1ng thro h solution
of the sodium k tyl of ben2ophenone and then through Q colUMn cent ining
B.T•.5. oataly t heated to abo t 1J~oC. The drying was carried out
by p~ssing the nitrogen through phosphorus pentoxide then Linde
''Molecul r sieves" type 5A. d~ng reag n •
2. Dryipg of solvents
BenZ8na~ cyclohexane, n-pentan t n·hexane and die hylamine and
oth r dial~larnines were stored over sodium wire and distilled f~~
fresh sodium then stored over ''nlolecular leve" type JA under a
nitrog n at~osph re.
Tetrahydrofuran was dried by clistilllng from calQium hydride nd
stored over "molecular sieve" type 3A drying reagent.
Alcohols used except ro~thyl alcohol were u.eotropio lly dried
wi th nzene and. stored over "molecular sieves" type ;A drying reagent.
14ethyl alcohol was dried by reflurlng oV r YIlagnesi1lM me honda and
subsequent distillation. The m gnes1UM methoxide was made in situ
by treating the methyl alcohol with ~agne51~ turnings and a orystal
19.
of iodine.
Solvents were degassed under vaouum whe~ ver required. Cobalt
halides were dried by heating the hydrates. under VACUum at 140°C.
!h1onyl chloride was added to cobalt chloride wben it was pale blue
and this removed the last traces of moisture. Exces8 thionyl
chlor1de was removed after refluxing for a snort while.
3. Analytic 1 Methods.
~obalt was determined by two main methods which gave oonsistent
results. After prel1minar.r oxidation with nitric aoid or dissolution
with hydrochloric aoid (the latter being preferred) tne oobalt vas
determined either gravimetrically s the cobalt pyridine thioCyanate48,
or volumetrically using E.D.T.A. by th~ m thod of Sarma49•
Chlorine was dete~ned ither graVimetr10ally s silver chloride
or volumetrioally by Volhardts method. Nitrogen waS d~t.rmined by the
Kjeldahl method. Some secondary ~ines were determined by hydrolysis
of the sample and then distillation frmn a strongly alkaline solution
into excess standard acid solution. The excess acid was titrated with
standard alkali solution. Carbon hydrogen and nitrogen analyses w re
detenllined by A. Bernhardt, MulheiM, Germany.
4. Instrumental Methods
Infrared (I. ~.) spectra ware recorded in the region 4000 em-1 to
-1400 cm with a Perldn-ELl'I1er337 Grating Speetropnotomet r. •ujol
mulls and pure liquids were placed between potass1l1ftbl'O!l\1deplates
in this region And solution spectra were takan using oelle with
-1 ' ...1potassium bromide windows. Spectra in the regio~ SOO cm to 200 cm
were conducted on a Grubb Par~on OM 4 Gratin~ Sp ctrophotameter using
polythene plates. Reacti v eo pounds were handled in a dry box or in
, 20.
solution and kept under nitrogen atmosphere using ~r1n8e!.
Ultravoilet, (U.V.) visible and near I.R. spectra ~re carried
out on a Beckman D 2A recording .pectrophotometer. Solution spectra
were generally obtained in 1 cm, path l~ngth cells fitted with C 10
quickfit oones and : 10 sookets used &5 caps. "Pure l~qu1ds and nujol
mulls were occasionally used bet en thin glaa plat I 1n the region. ,
350 lI1f to 1700 mf. "
•Proton Nuolear Magnetic Resonance (N.M. R.) 8pect~ ..'were .obtained
using 81the.r a Varian A.60 or a Varian HA &: HR 100 operating'at ,60 :Mo!s
, . '.
and 100 Mc/s respectively.
Molecular weight dete~nations wore oarried out cr.yQ8copioally
in a,yclohexane using a thermistor (as one arm of a Wheatstone Bridge)
to measure the temperature changes. -The imbalanc of the bridge wa.
measured on a Kelvin Potentiometric Recorder. ,A pec1~ c~ vas
, . .
used so that additions could be made under nitrogen in oc¥np~etely dry
condt tions. Fluorene was used to standard1~e the ay t8ll1'ldlencyclo-
hexane was used as solvent.
Magnetic susoeptibilities were measured on a "Newpqrt Vari ble
TeMperature Gouy Balance". Heasurements Wi re made at t,.,oor more
magnetic fields to check for ferromagn.t1~'1Mpur1ties ( hown b,y field
"
dependences of the sus~eptibil1ty). Mercury tetrathiocyanatocobaltate
, .
and aqueous niokel chloride solutions ~re used as ca11brant for the
tubes. Silica tubes with S5 sockets were used so that samples oould
b kept under nitrogen. Samples of' 10 CM length were u, ed and 'the!!
ave reliable results. ru~ple of less th 8 am. length found
to give unr liable r sult •
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'rhe reaction of cobalt chloride 1dth litljiUl1ldiethylrurdde
This re.1otion was ca.rried out in a variety or solv nts as shown
in Ta.ble ? bu the experimental dota.11s will be deBcrit,ad for
d1etlyl~e as solvent.
U thium die1zylamida was prepared by the r :iction of n-butylll thlup\
with diethylamine at OoC •. After addttlon of 10 per cent excess
diethylamine needed for reactiont the solvent was removed unde~
vacuum, Oiethyl&n1ine was then added which dissolved the lithium
diethylamide giVing a clear pale yellow solution. Cobalt chloride
was then carefully added. This gave an exothermic reaction the colour
of the solution changing first to blue, then to green and finally,
black. The solution was refluxed and stirred for several hours. the
solvent was then removed in vacuo •. The residue was extracted with pentane
or hexane and the solution filtered and evaporated to dr.yness. The
pentane extract was then heated under reduced pressure and at 1200 to
1;0
0
/0.1 mm. Hg a brown liquid was distiLled (compound A).
Table 2 shows that the best yields were obtained by using a molar
ratio of cobalt chloride to lithium diethylamide of 1:4. The yield of
distilled compound is based upon the weight of cobalt in the distllled
product compared with the weight of cobalt chloride used.
Tworeactions were tried using sealed tabes. These wer. cooled
in liquid nitrogen while opening into a'vacuum system. No noncondensable
gas was observed upon opening. the tubes.
22.
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Sxamiu tion of the products of the reaction
'me pentane insoluble portion was washed' with diethylamine and
analysis and X-r~ powder photography showed this product to be
mainly lithium chloride. The pentan 5 luble product was examined
after distillation. typi;al an lysis of this black ar-l1ke
residue, after a reaction of 1 mole of cobalt chloride with lithium .
diethylamide (2'~oles) had taken plao , gave a oobalt analysis of great r
than 50~ plus a wmal1 percentage of lithium. Commercial analyses for
car-con,hydrogen nd nit!"Oget1were generally unsllocessful or erratic.
After washing with diethylamine and careful filtr4tion, a black fine
powder WAS obtained. This gave a very high cobalt analysis (approx.
80; to 90~). There was also a little lithium and chloride present.
X-ray powder photography showed the presence of cobalt metal and
possibly S~ non-c~staLlin. Material that gave no lines but ~
gener 1 dispersion of the X-r~s causing a darkening of the film.
Compound ~ was fractionally distilled under vacuum, the m in.
fraction distilling at lJOoC at 0.1 mm. Hg. It w s found that
heating for long periods a th boiling point oaused so~e deoomposition.
Thus attempted purification on a spinning band column was larg&ly
unsuccessful.
Purification of :omp9und A
A molecular distillation techn1que using a high vacuum and a low
temperatur was used to m1ni~ize any decomposition. The apparatus
hown n fig. J was used. The liquid w~s placed in the inner trough












The compound WAS oollected upon a cold finger and when sufficient
had condensed it was allowed to drop 1nto·th.:rec.iver. At a .
pressure of <10 ..4 lIt.lTl. H an external tet'1lperture of about, .50-60°c·
was sufficient to slow~ rlistil the oompound.
Thin layer chromatography was tried as a Mod of seper ion
but it was found th t silica gel us d as the stationar,y phase
caused decomposition of the compo nd. With cellulose s the
stationary phase all solvents tried appeared to oarry the whole
sample along with the solvent front.
Vapour phase c~ro~atogr phy was used in an atte pt to s~ow
• 47 .he purity 0 the compound. Initial ~ork qy Bradley et. 1. usin
a short col.uanwith brick dust packing and si1 con oil A.S liquid
phase had cl imsd that a single compound h d besn produced fter
fractional disH llation. This work was re ted but unfortunately •
similar results could not be obtaine. It was found that high
inlet t~peratur was ne dad to obtain reasonable respon from
the instru."I1!)nt. wo-foot long column with Firebrick packing and
)/1 Apiezon 1 5 liquid stat1Qnar,y phase gave the o st result • It
was fo d t~at by incre~.ing the inlet temp.arature in the range
o 0 of compound (llJ 1)from 150 ~ to 330 et the respons to a given ount
increased fourfold, but ~t higher temper tures th ount of lower
boiling constituents also increased. rh. best results were obtained
with the co t.1ll1n at a temperatur of 330°C and an inlet t l'I'l l"atur of '
?70oC. This showed that there w-asone main compound and some lowr
boiling impurities 10 of the m in constituent. There was no
const1 tuent with a higher boiling point than the lItain consU tuen.t.
26.
Analysi s of Co.npoand A
'!'heanalyses W"ere carried out as previously described and a
series of results b ve:-
ri, 9.~1~ (t0.09). These results are consisent ith a cobalt: nitrogen:
carbon ratio o! 1:4:16 and a hydrogen ratio 0 ~30.
Holecular weight datenninlltion carried out in cyclohexilne and
benzene gave 332± C and )40 ± 10 respectively. lThullioscopic results
in benzene lave erratic and low r results at approx1.mately 310 i?5•
. mass sp ,tru."lshown 1.n FiG' 4. g ve a parent. ton m/e.137.1A1358
but, t.h~ -nost. intens& p at: was f"1~lJ9. l'h ?arent. ion is consis ent
wi h the f'omul'l ion ~o_;1~N4H)0'
~.56.96;, H,~.J6~.
P'aysical Properties of C0711poundA
Tho I.R.spectral nata of this compound as the pure liquid and in
carbon tetr chloride sol~t1on r &iven in Table J.
'l'heV.V. ,visible and near I.R. Bp ctrum in ethanol are shown in
Fig. 5. The band positions, extinction coefficien 5 and osciLlator
strengths in ethanol and cyclohexane re shown 1n r bles 4 and 5
respectively. The band position and extinction coef.ficients of the
highest e~ rgy band varie considersbly with the solvent used. Thus
-t
in pyridine eyclohexane and n-hexane the position is ?8,aOO em with
-1a distinct shoulder 'at 34,500 om ~sing c~loroform as solvent, shifts
this':> n to 29,800 Cl1l-1 with the shoulder still at 34,500 cm-1•
Absolute ethanol initially gives the ver.y broad band shown in Fig. 5
b t on standinl in an inert atmosphere, chan~85 s shown in Figs 6 Ca),


































U.V. t v~.sible and near I eR spectrum of compound A in ethanol.
-4 e x 10-1e: x 10
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29.850 16,000 ...15.3 x 10
22,050 795 -21.2 x 10 .
9,800 57 1.0 x 10-3




28,800 -127,900 6.2 x 10
22,050 935 -21.5 x 10
10,000 :35 0.94 x 10-3
32.
-127 t600 and no shoulder at 34,.500 om • Het y1 aloohol gives a
similar spectrum il1ll'l1ediatelyon dissolution of the cobalt compound,
The extinction coefficient is in this case a little higher~t_
35.000. Th. free ligand and ligand hydrochloride give s~lar spectra
(see later). ,
There 1~ very little change in the other band positions with






















he spectrum of the pure liquid between glass plates waS also
-1 A -1taken and this gave band positions of 22,150 em . (v) and 10.000 ~ •
A spectrwu of the pure compound at liquid nitrogen temperat W !,. tak n
using the apparatus shown in Fig.? This was carr1erl out by p acing a
small sample of the compound in the bottom of the container and ,allowing
subll~ation to take place at room t~perature. The8~ spectra &r shown
in f.ig.8. The lower temperature did not change the positions of the
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Spectra of compound A (pure liquid).
34.
'-od 1':!t50
he cl t~r.:1'lination f he m gnet1..c susc.pti 1U y as oarr1«Y3 0 on
the pure co-npound an1 0 a sol t!tion 1n n.eth.1l aloohol. h~ pur .. conpoun(
was distill d into a Gouy tube fHt@1 with a B5 qll.ickf1.t socl(~t and thA
r"t=:ult.obt ined are ::lhownin T ble 7. rh~ di.!!l\agnetic oor re .Lon 1.JU
made using Pascal' 5 Canst :lnts and .q 1&rl1)erst'lr IndRpenclant Paravr.&e;neti,c
6correction of 3.50 C.6.5. x 10 3f.it)11.ert. The 'LI.? eorrA Uon was
2 2 -1()cuculatec from 8 k '~B 9.ssu'Tling 10Dq= 5.900 em see discussion •
lQO::!
The effective magnet1~ ~oment vas c tc~~tecl using the ~l tionship
u • 2.8,) X J{T ... ~). The T{eiss constant e was detel'!!11nedfrom theeff -1
L',l'aph.of X agains 'T $ho;.m in Fig.9. The measu'r cl results at lover"'
temperAtures than room temoerature wore adjusted for shrinkage at the
liquid. I w~s found thAt between 2230K and 193°K the liquid was ve~
viscous and &pparent shrinkslG was very small. Below 193°K the
shri~kage appeared to b negligible. Msasur ents were made at three
fields 3,785, 5,750 and 6,675 gauss.
Compound A gave a proton magnetio re~onance spect~ conSisting of
very broad lines. The spectt't1mof the pure liquid Ls:sho'Wn in ...ig.10.
The approximate position of T.M.S. i~ indic ted, and ths approximate.




T Xg x X l/X u B .1·1.M l't YIl eft
298 21.81 7,3.50 7,180 1.393 4.14
27) 2).78 8,01.5 7,84.5 1.277 4.16
253 25.00 8.425 8,305 1.206 4.1:3
223 28.01 9,440 9,270 1.079 4.11
193 32.71 11 ,0?.5 10,855 0.921 4.13
153 40.86 13,770 13,600 0.735 4.13
1JJ 46.72 14,745 15,57.5 0.649 4.13
113 54.94 18,515 18,)45 0.548 4.15
Average 4.13 1: 0.015.
Methyl alcohol solution
298 22.15 7,420 7,2.50 4.16
(c ..~.s.
6
Xg = gra~. su!cept1h11ity x 10 )
X = molar susceptibility (c.g.s. x 106)m i
1 x 106)X = corrected molar susceptibility (c.g.s.
'11
~eff = observed magnetio moment.
36.
Fig 9.









































General chenrl.ca1 prop rties of COI1'Ipound
;ompound A was stable if stored under vacu~ or nitrogen-in the
dark. If the oapound was xposed t_oair a ~o~1d illl\fomed on the
•surface of the 11 uid. This solid w~s not soluble in non~polar
solvents and compound A. could not be recovered frol'lit. .The usage
of dry o~gen through a solution of compound' A had no appare~t,&ffect
•
as the compound A could be recovered from the ,1"esultantsolution •. A
-,
hydrocarbon solution of co~potind A could be ah ken with ~ater and the'
c~pow\d A recovered fro~ th organic solv nt:
Attenpted oxidation of the cobalt (II) to cobalt (lIt) wi~ H202
generally succ eded in producin£ invola 11 g~~s with I.R. ~ O.v.
spectra similar to the free ligand (see lster). T~e co~poUnd showed
~ marked susceptibility to acids. rhu~ shaking a hydrocarbon 50l~tion
with a N/1000 hydrochloric acid o~ M/1'OO disodiUllle hY{ nediamine,
tetra-acetic acid solution the organic layer W8S decolourized, and
the aqueous layer gave an U.V. absorption similar to the lig.nd
hydrochloride (see later).
Attempted reduction of the cobalt(II)to cobalt(r)with sodium
borohydride in the resence 0 a possible 00-0 .nating ligand e.g.'.
triphenyl phosphine, proved unsuccessful. Attempted oxidation of the
tI 'cobalt usin6 a redox system e s g, FellI (dipyri'dyl)3 ..Fe (d1.~r1dyl)J
in the presence of excess dipyridyl also proved unaucc ssf'u.l; :::om.pound
A Was shown to react wi h alUl1'1iniUl'l1trichlor1.de and s11icon te.trchlorid
b t the al~ni~~ od silicon compounds produced were invol tile and could
not be p r1fied •
39.
The extraction of eo~&lt rr~ co.gound A
rwo methods were successfully usod to r~ove oobalt from compound
At in order to isolat. the organic ligand. These wer~.an anion exchange
method and precipitation of cobalt as the benzimid zole oomplex.
Ion exchange method
'Compound A W&S dissolv&d 1n aN hydrochloric acid and this solution
passed through a Dowex l-X-S anion exchange colunm. This column had
been pre-treated with 8N hydrochloric acid. The cob~lt was retained
2-at the top of the column as the bright ,blue chloro- complex (~o~14) •
A Y llow solutio was obtained from the column. This trang acid
solution was evaporated under vacu~ to ive a bright yellow ve~
viscous oil. This was .drien under htgh vacuum and gave the followine
analysis.
ci ~'3.S8;6 Total 91.02;l·
The un~ccounted 8.98; was assumed to be oxygen possibly present
as water. The analysis cor-responded to N4C16H)?(ttCl») (d20)1. 6. Thl$
is in good agree~ent with Bradley et.al.47 ~o fou~rlN4Ct6H,J (~~1)3
.tro'11'Yl, ly
?.~ G.
in chlo fo~) bul erratic ~esQl 5 w re obtained.
Thi~ COMpnund (the li6and ydrochlorid~) was soluble in wa er,
alcohols, chloroform and Met1ylene dic~loride. The ,I.R. r6qu~ncies
are given in Table 8. The U.V. and vis1~le spect~ showed only one
-1 '.ve~1 intense Q?sorption at 3?,500 em witn no onan6e in frequ~ncy
,position with change 01 solvent (e"g. ~'Ilter, methanol, chloro!'o~ or
methylene ~ichlor.l.(le). 4.s t tJ Molecular weight and .pur-ty of the
lig~nd hydrochlonl1A "fAr uncer't al,nno aecura 9 xtinction coefftc1ent
























































T N.~1.R. spectra taken in deuterill"'\ ;dee an d ut e or form
are shown in fig 11. (a) al"'lrt( ) respE'ctlve-ly. The riplet, singlett
u~rtet and s1ng1 brMd al)sorIltion in deuterium oxine ere in t e
ratio 6:3-:4:1. In deut~rochlorofo~t cQuptlng the bands a 9.95
Ppi'llP1\ 9.64!l?1 together', he ra io ot the absorptions was
6:3:4:1:1 :1.5.
h spectrum t - 12o~ was taken ~ld t is inc rea the
definition of the bands at 9.95,'9.f,4_pp' and 5.1. p~>:o.The J.?1.R.
-
spect.rum eeamediff se it the 1ig8J'lcl y Tach.orid was s or d. The
Ugand hydroc lorlde could at be pu.rifi~d by sublimation (1 'dec mposed
wh n heated nd.er vacuum) but a "nass. spec trum was obtained (Fig 1.::..).
ruis showed the highest ion to be m/e 149 and a m re intense ion at
/~ 140.
Cobalt benzimidazole preciei ation
9 nzimidazol. forms an insoluble compl x wi h cobalt (II). Thus
treatlllent of coapound A in ch.loroform or ethanolic solution caused
precipi\ation of h cob81t benzim1da~ole complex. In eolu ion there
was some compound A, (precipitation over long periods _was allowed to
.ta e plac but there always ralllained some unreac ed compound A)t e
liSa,rd and excess bend'Tliazol • eperation of t' ese constlt nts
-usang ethanol s sol vent va found dlffic1ut and so the tl'l thod in
.
which cnlorofom as used as so.Iverrt wi he escribed.
Compound \. was dissolved i c lorofor!'l. snd to t:'1s slut on lola
ad e a so utlon of hem.intidazo in chloroforn. 'l..lis b ziInidato.e·
so tio con a.i ed a slight excess of benz.i'llidazole needed to pr c pi-
tate all the cobalt. The solution was kep in the dark for e veral
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solution was filtered and paSS9~ own an aotive alwaina column, this
r-emoved res tdue l coapound A. The benzimidazole was removed front the
col~~n by wnshing wit a benzene-met ~lol solution (95:5). TI•• ligand
was r~Moved from the col~~ u~tng a benzene-metbanol solution (75:25).
t e ligand qU'ckl darken d in col ur on expo3ur to light and
S0, above operati'ons were carri d out in II bdued light. The ligand
was solubl& in sin IiI' SO vents to tl1-'h droc~lorid ~nd also gave
-1an U.V. ab~orption ~t 32,.00 C~ • The· I.R. frequencies are shown
in Table 8. The l'gan could not b purified by vacuum s blL~ tion..as on heatin~ it appeared to polym rize (becoming black tar).
'fhe lJ .~1.R. pec t r-ain deuteri J'I\ oxide and deuterochlorofof'll1
are s'own in rig 1) (a) ann (b) resoe~ lvely. Fig 13 (a) was the
"spectrum taxen n.t 40°..;,the two overlapping triplets (1.?8 ppm),
the single (.30 PpM), the two overlapping quartets (3.37 ppm) and
•
he broad abso tion!.t 7.1(') ppn were in t e ratio 6:3:4:1: respectively.
ttl0 .-:;the band It 7.90 ppmbec ame a doublet with a coupling of,,"6 c /s,
T e two overlap?ing quart& s t 3.37 p~ became one quartet with a
co p11ng of 7.4 C/B ano the overl pping riplets condenseq into a
single triplet Yith a coupling of 7.4 cis. There was a small broad
absorptio appearing at 5.49 pm. ihe sp ctrum in deuterochloroform
was similar with an additional absorption at 9.t2 ppm. :ombinl.ng the
absorption at 7.96 ppm and 7,69 ppm the bsorptions were in the ratio
•6:3:4:1:1:1 (in order of increasing 0 value).
Deuteration of CompoQnd ,
The cob it compound was dissQlved 1n deuterochloroform and this,
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oxide. The deuteriu.m. oxide was renoved and fresh de~terium .oxide
added and shaken again. The deuterochlorororm solution was separated
and the solvent removed Under v euurn. The co~lt 00. pound produc
was distilled under high ·vacuum. The U.V. and visible spec ra of the. ..
resulting oOll1poWldwer similar to the original compound but the I.R.
spectrum showed some cl.finite changes. Th. I.R. spec rum is given in
Table 9, and the differences in the I.R. spectrum f~ the original
compound shown in Fig 14. A mass sp.ec;:"1"Q1"flFig 15. ~ave ions at m/e JJ7,
role 338, mle 339, Mle 340, m/e 341 ~d m/e 342 •
.Deuteration of the ligand hydrochlO£1de
fha.ligand hydroohloride was obtained from the '~ion xchange
procedure. It was dried under high vacuum then dissolved in deuterium
oxide. After sOl'I1etime the deuterium oxide "<lS rsntoved and replaced
by fresh deuter1t1M oxide. This procedure vas repeated 'several time •
•The I.R. frequencies are giv n in Table 9. The N.M.R.spectrum of the
deuterated ligand hydroohloride in deuteroch1oroform was ~er.r stmilar
to Fig. 11 (b) except for the absence of the bands at 5.10 ppm, 9.64
1 '
ppm and 9.95 ppm. The absorption at 7.82 ppm was muc~ sh rper lout still
ver,y broad (~l6c/s at half peak height).
Hydrogenation of Compound A
Lithium alurnini\ll1\ hydride .
Compound A was shaken with lithium aluminium hyd~1de in ether.
solution for several hours. The lithium aluminiUq hydride was d stroyed
,
and the ether solution removed and evapor.te~. The remaining compound









Thin film (CII -1 )
3220 w
)040 w
291.5 vs 2990 s
2855 'fS 2950 w
..., 2642 vW 2%0 III (sh)
1;65 vs 2320 s
1489 vs 1622 vs
1465 vs 1580 vs
1422 vs 1475 I'
IJ68vs 1460 s
1352 vs 1420 s
'\ 1330 vs 1395 s
1264 s 1360 s
1211 tot 1300 s
1126 m 1274 s
1112 M 1150 m
1099 m 1117 s
1085 II 1090 lIS
1061 til 1005 til
1042 w 972 til
1020 'to: . 880 vw
1000 w 800 w
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Hydrosenation at High TerI!peratureand Pressure
Co pound (2. g.) was taken and dissolved in math nol (SO ml).
This solution W8S placed in a hydrogen~tion bomb. ~dr t~d platinQ~
oxid (approx. 20 mg.) was added to the solution and then the bomb
filled with hydrog~n at 100 atmosphere. The bom was hen heated to
o
160 C for six hours. Af'ter cooling and re1e sin ·~e hy 1'0 n atmosphere
the sol~t1on ~s filtered. The res lting s lution waS shown to contain
no cobalt.. rae solution was ev~porat. to small volu y • .novt.ng
meth nol and w 1~hed. this so u,ion w s then h wn y V.P.~. to
contain three compounds and excess ethan 1. Integr'tion wi h
Kent Integrator w;s u3ed 0 find the ~ounts 0_ tDese con it ~n s.
'rhe s lIallest constituent ua 10,~!')fth tot.al. 'I'he0 her constituent
and Y we e 42,~ and L~g~ r spectively. he total ""eight of the products
w re shown to b~ 1.44 g. SaMples of X an Y were collecte from he
v.P.:. and eXaMined.
X was shown by I.R. to be unsaturated, giving a strong absorption
at 1670 C -1. Thi 1 1bl d ju t-~ i i A t ks s poss y an unCQn ga.u m ne. s rang pea
was also pres~nt at JOO cm-1 po~si 1y due to N-H stretch 0 a
secondary amine.
'TheI.R. spectrum of Y showed it to be a s ple secondary amine.
The analysis shown below and the N.M.R. spe tram were consistant
with this cOmpound being 1:3 bisethylaminobutane.
Found: C, 66.21; N, 1~54; H, 13.48~
Calc. for CaN2H20, Ct 66.59; , 19..44; Ht 13.97)
24
nD 1.4138
1:3 bisethyl~nobutane was prepared by a slight modifica ion
52.
of tho ~od of Robineon and 01in50• Crotonalkehyde w&'sslowly
...
. 0added to an queous methanolic solution of ethylamlne a ° . '!'hi.!
was placed in a hydrogenation boMb and Raney nickel added. The
mixture was hydrogenat ed at 175°C or 5 hours with a hydrogen pressure
of approximately 150 at~osphere. rh. ~ul ing m1xtur~ was distilled
and the fraction boiling at 1400~ taken. A all portion purified by..
V.P.c. gave identi a1 infrared·and N.M.R. s?ectra to the hydrogenation
•
product er).




The total yiel~ of ,the h1drogenat:ion products c'a1culated fl'"Otll the amount
.
of cobalt compound less the weight or cobalt was e ual to 8O~. Thu~ the
yield of 1:3'blsethyl~~nobutane waS 38.4~.
Attempted hydrogenation 0 the ligand and ligan? gyd~chloride
. '.
The ligand was pt-.pared fr?,,! ~he benz1nddat.Ole, separation. Th
ligand was dissolved in methanol and shaken for 4 hours,using hydrated.
Iplatinum oxide as catalyst under 15 Ib!sq.in. of hydrogen.' Th.
resulting solution was filtered'ana the methanol' ~vapora~&d. Tb
resuttine; product gave a 1m:1la.rI.R. and,U.V. apectrut'l1 to the ligan;
Th ligaDd ~AS diasolted in methanol ahd heat.d in a bomb to 1600c
5)·
under a pressure of hydrogen of approximately 150 atOM.(plstinun oxide
.added as catalyst). A green viscous liquid wa~ obtained on evaporation
of the solution. The U.V. spectrum was very similar to the ligand and
. ~1 -1l.R. spectrum showed strong absorptions at 1675 cm and 1600 Clll •
The fig d hydrochloride' gave similar results under th8 SlLme conditions.
Attem} ted ha10gena A
Bromine -;
Bromine was slolo1ly added to the cobalt ccnpound di sao Ived in
hexane. A dark green oil W8S precipitated. Af er the addition of
excess'bromine the solvent was docanted and t e green oil washed with
hexane. Drying this green conpound under vacuum produced a sticky
solid. Several preparations showed that this solid h ,d variable
cobalt and bromine contents. No way lolas found of purifying the
pl"Odu t and so 1t was not stunted further.
N~3rofl'lOStlr lnll"1ide
The ethod used by Gollman51 to brominate the ketorun1ne complexes
of chrnmiQ~ (III) was tried. Compound A (390 mg t.l5m.mole) was
dissolv8d in chloroform (15 ~l). To this was added ~ olution of
l-brOJ'!lOSllcclni:nide(412 mg. ?3 m.mole) Ln chloroform (10 ml). A blue
solid was precipitated from the solution. The solu ion was filtered
and the ch.Lorof'orm solution evapor-at d to d rness under vacuum, Po.
brown gtll"lresulted which cont Lned only a tra e of cabal and the I.R.
and U.'I. spectra were very sblilar to t e ligand. Som fe tures of
this eompound indics:ted t.hat,it was possibly a br-ouri.ni n prod et of
the 11gand. The U.V. spec rUln showed an intense band at )1,::'0 cm-1
_1
whereas the liga d show~ a ~ nd at 32,50 cm·. The I.R. spectrum
54.
b ti th i ~.~OO··c~-l 2 900 -1showed very strong a· sor.p on in, e reg on .). F.. HI 0 t cm
similar to the ligand, $ medium.band at 1760 ~-1 and a strong band. '
-1 .1700 em wbic~ are not present in the ligand. There is a band at
640 em-1 which may be due to a C-Br stretching vibration.
The solvent for the initial part 0 the aX?eri~ n '~s ch&nzed
f1"or1 chloroform to ether bu~ :\ large amount, of blue solid was obtai eel
and also the brown gum was produced.
Tertia£y bu yl hYpochlorite
Tertiary butyl hypochlorite was prepared. by the reaction of
chlorine on tertiar-Y butyl alcohol in the presence of s dium;hydroxide.
This compoundwas distilled immediately prior to use ,
',;ompoundA (200 mg 0.595m.1llolf!ls)WBS dis olved in .ther and to
this olution was added t~rtiary b~tyl~vpOohlorite (130 mg. 1.2 m.mole).
,
Th re uas a green.precipitate armed, the solution W~S flIt red and'the
her removed. From t.he residue red 011 (.?8.)I1liJ) '''3;5 su lined at.
/ 0 ..4 .o :(P l"lm Hg pressure). Avery small smeun oS-'a re. sol ',i
sll.Olinted at eooc 0-\ rhe residue was a hI ck st.icky gum-with an !.R.
spectrum similar to the ligand. The ireen ~o11dowa~ana~s~ .an ga.ve
the foliowingresults.
Co 16.0;:; ...,1, 19.3% l~, 11.80 ; e, 40.01%; 'H, 6.'1'1%;.0 a1 94.1~
'rhis analysis gives the ratio of Co:C1:N:C: of l:2:3:12:z6.
This compound waS soluble in w-<'\terand methanol but, 'Only sUghtly
solub e in ethan::).a cl insoluble in non-pola.r solvents. The U.V.
• -1sj.ec trua in ethanol showed an 1nt~ns. band t 32,0.00 cm • ~0 othel'
ban s were found in the visible region (usi g methanol sbl tion or
nujol mull). The band at 32,000 in strong $olutl°ons ailed to_- - ..
55.
-114,000 ca , possibly covering any weak'd-d transitions. The I.R.
, -1, '
spectrtJlll' shoved a band at 3.220 CIl 'probably due to 11-11stretch.
, -
• -1 ' -1Stl'Dng bands at 1640 CtIl and 1.580CDl were very similar to the
, ' .,-1
"ligand. There were two aed1'd11l bands at790 and 125 CM •
A molecular weight dete~n.tion in methanol using a Meehrolab
OaaQllletergave a value of 195 .hodn,; that the COlftpound was either
dissociated or iIlpure.
The red oil appeared to deco.pos. in a .e&led tube under Ritrogen
but ~ed1at.lY after preparation it gave the I.R. spectrum shOwnin
Tabl. 10. Th. U.V~ and visible spectrum vas .lightly dirterent fro.
. , -1
cCIlpOW'ld A., A very inten.e band at 29,000 ca with slight shoulder.
, -1-1at 27,800 ea and 35,000 'OIl va. observed using hexane as aol.ant.
, -1 -1
'!'wo equally intense bands at 21,800 ell and 20,600 CM with a
-1shoalder at 19.509 cm were observed in this same solvent.
Analysis tor cobalt and chlorine gave :-
Co 14.J~ Cl 12.0';t ,
Monoehlortnation to give a c05poUndof moleealar ¥tight 371.,
requires, eobalt analyst. of 15.~ and • chlorine anal7sis of 9.55~~
DiChlorinati~' to gl.. a eoapound ot molecular weight 406 required a
cobalt anal;ys1s or' 14.5~ and a eli!onnean&l.y.is or 17.5~. thus it
appears that this COlipoundis possibly a ndxtu.re of aono- and
dichlorlnated cOIIIpound A; the low cobalt analysis .ay be due to
decomposition. Amass spectrum vas taken but this showed ,. high
intensity peak at m/e JJ7 and some very low intensity ion peaks at
ra/e 369; lI/e :370; ",Ie 371; and ra/e372.
Table 10
. . . . 1
_ .chlorinat~ compound A (li.quid fi~) .clll-·






























Preparation of metal compounds from the ligand and ligand hydrochloride
Cobalt
Preparation of the cobalt compound was att~Mpted wi. h a method used
by ~eber52.This was essen ially the reaction of cobalt acetate with
the ligand 1n ethanoHc solution in the presence of B. base e.g. sonium
carbonate. The products of this reaction were not identified but
compound A could not be obtained.
The preparation of the cobalt compound waS att~pted usi a
. 53modified method of HolM et.~l. •
Compound A (0.12'3g 0.355·11\moles) wa! taken and the ligand
hydroc~loride ~a5 dried under va uum nd diss~lved in ethanol (20 ml).
To this was added anhydrous cobalt ahlor1de (0.08g. 0.355 m.moles)
dissolved in tetrahydroi'uran •. 'To thisntixture was added an ethanol1o
solution or soditnn ethoxide until the blue-green colouration turned
brown. The solutiQn was shaken for 4 hours and after this tL~e the
solution was filtered. The ethanol'was evaporat&rl off under vacuum
and the residue extracted with pentane. .This solution was evaporated
to dryness and from the resulting reddue· was sublim a yellow-brown
liquid. This was identifi~ ~ the I.R., O.V. and visible spec~ra as
compound!. The yield of this compound was 18.4 mg (15~).
Nickel
A similar method ..,asused: the nickel was a.dded as the tetraethyl-
ammom.um tetrAbrol'll.oniclcelate(II). A brown liquid which distilled t
o (-4 )50 C 10 mm Hg , was produced. The LR spectrum is shown in Table 11.
The U.V. and visible spectra were taken using cyclohexan~ and
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Frequency (01Il-1 x ~~-3)
U.V. and visible spectra ot the nickel analogue ot c<npound A
60 ••
The Yield of the compound in several preparations was Nl0~., The
c,ompoundwas anaJ.yaed fornicke1 only.
\
AMass s~ctl"\lll Fig 17. gave a molecular ion for 'the ligand with




A slightly different method was used for zinc as the above method
appeared to be unsuc es sf'u'l , , The ligand "~5 produced by reacting
,compoundA with benzimidazole. The ~olut1on was filteN/d and to tne
filtrate was added a solution of anhyrlrous zinc chloride in ethao~l. , ,-,
A slight excess of zinc chloride being added because !loMe__ prec1p1t~ted
as the zinc benzimidazole complex. The solution was 'again fllte~' and.
I
.then sod1U11'tethorlde in ethanolic solution added. This was -shak n for.' ,
4 hours and then iltered. The .thanol was remoVed under reduced,
pressure. Prom the residue a pale yellow liquid was distilled at 60°C
..4
(at 10 . I'!lIlt Hg ,Pressure). The, coepound had'the I.R. spectrum sh,own.'
,in Table 11. T. U.V. ~p.ct~ taken ~n' cyelohexane snowed two ~ands
, ..1" -1
at 27,800 em ,( """ 1.5,000) and 29,000 em (-16,500). The N.M.R.
spectrum in carbon tetrachloride solution is ~ho~ in Fig 18. The
. coupling of the doublets at 6.89 ppm and ).91 P?'! wae 8.0 cis. 1h .:
,
coupling of the five line ~st.m centred at 3.21 PP'!'y~s '7.2 c/s .. .No
coupling coUld be assigned to the syste", centred at. 1.05 Pp!'!ae the
lines W81'e Slightly unsyrwetrlcal.
The ratio 0 ,the N.li.R. hands was 8:3:4:1:1. in order of'
increasing' ~ value. The spec rum in dsut.erochlorotonn was very





















































deuterlum oxide the doubleteentred at 4.04 PpMslowly disappeared
and the doublet at 7.00 p~ bee... a singlet at 7.01 PP"l. '!he flYe
line spectnn at 3.21 ppmalso changed slightly.
A mass spectrum Fig.19. showed the presence of the original
compoundA (m/e 337), it also showed possible MOlecular 10ns containing
. . 64 66 67 68 .
the ligand 'With Zn ,Zn ,Zn ·and Zn at M/e 342; mi. 344; rI/. 345;
. .
and -I. }46 respectively.
Bis-heX41'lethyld1s1l,ylamlno cobalt (II)
This compoundwas prepared by a slight Modification of the ~ethod
used by Wann&gat37. U UUUltl hexAni.thyldisil:ylamide was prepaNd by .
.reaction of n-butylilthlum with hexmethyldisll;ylazane
Anhydrous cobalt brOJll1d. (5.)8 g.; 24.6 Ift.Moles) dissoived fn
tetrahydrofural'l (50 ral) was added very slowly to lithiUJll hei .. etbyl-
disllylam1d. (8. 20g.; 49.2 IIl.-moles). After add1tion of the cobalt
br.ondd. solution the ,solution was refluxed for two hours and then all
,
" the solvent reMovedunder vacutatl. 'I'he resu,ltant trdxture was extraeted
with pentan. glving·. green solution. Thi~ _wasfiltered then evaporated
to sMall yolume (causing a solid to crystallize out ofsolutlon). This
solution was filtered. The solid was distilled at 100°6 (0.1 Ma Kg
pressure). Tbe filtrate was treated with carbon tetrachloride and
re-evaporated to ·10"; volume and filtered. The crystals produced were
distilled at 1000C (0.1 Mm Hg pressure).
Yield 5.4 g (58~).
The canpound was distilled into thin walled glass aMpoules which
were sealed under vacuUlII. These bulbs were used for analyses and other
measurements deSCribed later.
The eONpoundproduoed was analysed for cobalt and nitrogen
<




















by the methods de sc r-Lbed in the first PArt 0 this s~ction. 'Weighed
gLas s ampoul es were broken and the glass remaining iltered off and
weighed.
Found. Co,15.35; N,7~44; Br , 0.1;11, 0.1;{
Cot15.52; Nt7.38~Calc for CoNZ::>i4C12H)6;
~3ical Properties
Some of the compound was distilled into a fine pyrex tube which
was' sealed under vacuu~. This gave a melting point of 72oC. The,I.R.
spectrum was tak~n 1n solution by breaking an ampo\lle into degassed
dry carbon tetrachloride. Nujol mulls were unsucc8ssful as alMost
invariably onmaklng them up the compound waS oxidized. The I.R.
spectrum is shDwn in Table 12.
The U.V. and visible spectra were taken in,pentane and t~e
sp et rum is shown in Fig. 20. The band pOSitions and extinction
cOl!lfficients are shown in Table 13. The extinction coefficients
possibly have a large margin of error as very dilute solutions .were
used.
The molecular weight was detennined cr:roscopically in cyclohexane.
This gave a value of )62 (required for a'monomer 379).
The magnetic susceptibility was determined by distillation of the
compounddirectly into a Gouy tube. The susoept.I iU ty vas also
determined in methylcyclohexane so~ution. Tne results are shoWn in
-1Table 14. and the ~raph of X against T (giving a Neiss constant
!T\













998 - 80 Broad vs
922 's·
855 - 35 Broad vs

































































x' s gr... susceptibility (e.g.s. x 10 )g. .
, , 6x. = M~la~ susceptibility (e.g••• x 10 )
1 . '
, Xm .. corrected Ilolar 'susceptibillty (e.g.s.



















The temperature dependence of Magnetic
















• Reaction with aloohols (tertiary butanol and trieth;ylcarbinol)
The compound was freshly distil18d into a flask and dissolved
in dIg as sed benzene. To this was added excess alcohol and the
solution refluxed. The solution imed.iatsly turned purple. 'lbe
solution was concentrated by evaporation undel" vacuum (The solvent
removed was shown by V.P.C. to contain hexaJIlethyldisilazane). The
solut1ons w~re filter.d and the insoluble alkoxides washed With· fresh
. .










The I.R. spectra are given in Table 15. and the tlo V. and visible
spectra. taken as nujol mulls are shown in l"ig.22. with frequ&ncies given
in Tabl. -16.
Both solids were rather sticky and packing into a Gouy tube was not
att..pted. Th. trie~hyloarb1nolate was ve~ soluble in tetrahydrofuran
and magnetic suscept1bility l'Ileasur...aen't.slIere carried out 1n this solvent
(The U.'I. 'and visible .spectrum ot the tetrahydrofuran solution was 'terry














The reaction of other lithiUlll_d1a]Jcylamid,s,with cobalt baUd,s"
The lithiW'll dialkylAlrldes were prepared as described previously
-for lithium diethylamide. _Several amines wel"e used ineluding ..NH 2 t














































































The reaction described below is typical in its method and r-.sults.
Anhydrous cobaltous bromide (13g.; 0.1 1Il01e).was slowl,y added .
to lithiUII di-n-propylam1de (21.4g.; 0.2 mol.) dissolYed in 1.50nll
I·of tetrahydrofuran. . 0During addition the solution was kept at 0 C.
The solution initialty turned blue then green and finally very dark
brown. After stirring for several hours the tetraqydrofuran was
removed and pentane added. The solution was filtered and the residue
washed with pentane. The residue was shown to be mainly lithium
chloride with sQl'Ileunreaoted cobalt ohloride. The pentane was
reMoved from the filtrate ·under reduoed pressure. A blaok Yiscous
gum was obtained.
. .~
This vatt slowly heated under vacuWll 10 I'IIIl Hg
using a liquid nitrogen oold finger condenser direotly above the
reaotion flask. Between 50°C and 60°C (bath temperature} a white solid
was collected on this cold finger. Above 80°C this solid beoame quite
volWlinous .and was r_oved front the cold finger into a cold trap.. The
°flask was heated to 140 C but no other compound waB subliMed onto the
cold finger. The residue in the flask was a blaok solid whioh contained
a high percentage of cobalt.
Co. (found) 35.5:' required for Co [N(CH2CR2CHJ)212 22.8%.
The white solid oollected in the cold trap was later shown by V.P.C •
•to be di-n-propylamine.
All other experiments where heating under vaeuam was employed gave
Similar results so it was decided to tr,ran amine with a large sterie
effect under conditions where no heat was employed.
Anhydrous cob.1tous bromide (2.69.; 12.3 lII.mo1e)dissolved in
tetr~drofurln (2.5Ml) was added very slowly to lithium 2,6-dbt.thy1-
.. I
. 74.
piperidt.de and the solution stirred. and kept at OOC. The 1nitialblue'
solution ~hanged to green.· After ~dditiOr'l, the solution wa. stirred for
several hours at oOe. Th. solution was filt.red and the solYent ot the. . . .
filtrate removed under vacu~. A green s.l1~resulted which became
. .
black &Dd sticky in the presence of oxygen. ,'!'ht. could not be pu~t1ed'.'
by noma! IlteanS as 1t decOllposed on h.ating and was very soluble in
, I
non-polar solvents aftc:ioould not b. l"eOrystall1sect. Th. solid was'. .
re-extracted. wi tb pentane and 'analJ'aed.
Co (found) . 21.J~ N (found) 9.68~ Li O.l~ Br O.l~
. The nitrogen ailalyses was perlornted by' the Kjeldahl .ethod as
distillation fl"Ollla strongly alkaline solution gaYe low results even
for the fNe amine. The analylel .required for cobalt bi.-2,6-dimethyl-·
\ plperidid. a~e giv~n'belowr~
Co 20.8~
Th. I.R •. spectrum' could not be obtained due to the sensitivity to .
oJC;ygfllof the compound. TheU. V.and via1ble ,spectra -were tried several .
. tille. in solution.and as nujol lI.ulls between gla.,pl~t ••• but ag~n,
the o~gen !Sensitivity of thecOlllpound .ade this very difficult. A.
, . .
. ·-1possible band wu observed in a nujol 1IIUl1at ~ 15.5.50 em ..•
When this cOlllpOundwas reacted in solution with tetr1.ary butanol
and trtethylearbinol it gave the products isolated fram the reaction ot, . .






































The Struoture of ocapound A
'The .t~reochea1strt of the cobalt atOM.
Aa the compoundvas lIlonOller1cin solution and the O.V. and visible
spectra were similar in the pure oompoundand solution there seemed to
be three possible stereodlem1'stries for the cobalt atOlll.
(a) .A. squarepl~J". arrangeMent of the four nitrogenl around the
oobalt •
. (b) A tetrahedral arrangel'lent of, the four nitrogenl around the
cobalt.
(c) a higher coordination, (five or six) the, extra coordination
,caused by hydride f01"lu.tion, the fomation of an alkylcobalt compound
similar to the a~laobal..tna or association 1n the pure oOMpound.
<a> Pl.narc caaplexes of-cobalt' (II) are almost invariably low
spin contplex-s and so have JIlagnetic properties indicative of one
unpaired electron. Thus cobalt phthaloeyanine has a magnetic DlOIlent. . . - .
at 3000Kof 2.72 B.M. and, at 900Kof 2.22 B.M~. other ~quare planar'
cOliplAxe. of cobalt (II) '<whe~ nitrogen Uganda are involve4) a~
qllite pl~t1rul and a fairly good .x_ple of the.e are the oOlllplexea
of O~alkyl-I-&M1dinourea5S.
HZl(-C-NH-C-OR
" " nH IfH
\/Co '.~
Thes. have been shown to be isOMorphous with the nickel (II)' o,omplexes
wh~eh are square planar. The oomplex•• (where R s:: Et. Pl-n, Pri, n-Bu)
have been shown to have a magnetic lIloraentof 2., 'B.M. which il Slightly
t_perature clependent b~om1ng 2.2 S.M.at lOS!?K. 'n\eir spectra .are very
77.
-1 -1
similar to coapound A having two Itain bands at 10,000 cm aDd 23,500 om •
The only reported high spin square planar cOl'llplexof cobalt (II) was
the acetylacetonate reported by CQtton and Holm56• This result was later
H~cted by Cotton and SoderblU'y57 beeause of the eYidenoe of a.. ooiation
in solution leading to octahedral coordination ot the cobaltUI.) The
or;ystal ~strtlcture later showed this ,to be correct and the cOMpound
oonsisted of ootahedral tetreeric units in the crystal.
Certain O(I~unsaturated(l- ketoamine complexes of cobalt (II) have
beeJ shown to have a planar-tetrahedral equilibriulIl'in solution2• (this
will be discussed in the next section). The ~ruly planar" t ~ unsaturated ~-
ketoaNine eo-plexes again have magnetic moments for one unpaired electron
(2.3 B.M.). Thu. it appears that a planar oonfi~uration for this complex
can be ruled out by the ~agnetic mOMent(4.14 a.M.) and its apparent
"temperature independence (within .xper1lllental error). A planar complex
of cobalt (II) surrounded by four nitrogens would alltost certainly ,have.
a value for the magnetic momentconsistent with one unpaired electron •
.(b) Tetrahedral cOMplexes of oobalt (II) generally have .agnetie
DlOilentswhich 11e in .the range 4.4 t.O 4.7 8.M. The d7 ion in a tetrahedral
field has
4an ~ ground state and so the' orbital angular NOlIIentUIIIis
7.
The departure from the spin-only value for a d ion ().88 8.M.).quenched.
is the result of spin-orbit coupling which decreases nth inoreasing
ligand field strength. Thus Ugands which g1ve low JIlOIftentsare
exhibit1ng a strong ligand field and those giving high moments are
,
exhibiting a weak ligand field. The moaents,of tetrahedral cobalt (II)
oompoundsare generally 1nde~ndent of t~perature.
78.
The spectral properties or a d7 ion' in a t.t~ahedral envirollJllent
haye been shown to consist of three transitions in the visible and near'




)000 - 5000 em
4A2~4t2 (F)
V2 v)
4000 - 8000 CM-1 15,000 - 2'0,000 em-1
4 4' 4 4A~ Tt (F) A2---+ T1 (p)
v1 is a weak band and because it occurs in the n.ar I.R. region
hu been llttle observed. "z and v) are More int~le and broad, otten
. ~
exhibiting fine structure caused by spin-orbit coupling. Ballhausen
using the Bethe"Nan Vleok orystal field model and the' approximation of
single electron excitation showed that:-
~ 10
. f (v )
2
Generall.y the values of this ratio are less than t.n, as shown front the
values obtained f~Tabl. 1.
2-
(CoBr4) • 8.32-Co(CNS)4 ~ 4.1
The ratio obt~ned for oOMpoundA in ethanol solution was 12.0.
nus value vaS JIluchgreater than generally obtained for tetrahedral
cobalt .(IIj compoundst but this effect Maybe due to 'intensity stealing'.. . -1 .
froll the high energy charg. transfer band at 29,850 .ClI •
43Cotton and Holm first pointed out that the effeotive magnetic
MOIJlent is inversely proportional to the ligand field strength and the
• • 4 '
spectrochetdcal seri.s of 5011. of the Ugands they used. increased ..
79 •..-NCS. Thus nitrogen ligands
create the largest ligand fields (in the series shown) and so the lowest
magnetic moments. Compound A has a Magnet:temOll~nt of 4.14 B.M., which
is lower than generally observed and also the bands which may be assigned
t . . -1 .
to V) andv2 (22,150 and 10,OOOcm respectively for the pureeollpound)
are of higher energy than generally observed.
Some Cl.8 unsaturated 8.. keto amine complexes of cobalt have also








For eX8ll1ple,the com.pound where R = i-C)H7' R' a: CH);R" = H; R"' = CH;
has an effective magnetic moment of 4.35 B.M•. in the solid and the
. .-1 -1spectrum as a nujol mull gives E of 19,000 CM and 8,400 CM •
max
Solution spectra of the above and si~lar complexes show these bands·
t_o·have rather low extinction coefficients which may be due to
di5tort1on from strict tetrahedral synlftetr;r.Other C)I, ~ unsaturated ~ -
.ketoamines have been shown to exist in a planar-tetrahedral equilibriUM
in solution. Sl1bstituting R :I H 1n the above cOllplex gives a compound
with a magnetic moment in the solid state of 2.2) B.M •.and in chlorofonn
solution of ).86 8.M. There are also distinct changes in the spectra of
the solid and the solution.
(c) The lack of I.R. evidence '(noband assignable to a possible
Co-H stretching mode) tends to rule out the possiblity of a hydride
complex. The presence of an alkyl cobalt cOIIIplexseems improbable
because of the reformation of compound A from the ligand hydrochloride
•
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and a cobalt halide in the pl"esence of a strong base. Alkyl cobalt
com~unds have generally been prepared by th•.reaction of alkYl
halid"s with a cobalt (r) hydride conaplex of a tet.:radentatenitrogen
. 58· )ligand or by the reaction of a cobalt (III complex with a Grignard
59reagent • Association is ruled out because the molecular weight in
solution (over a reasonable concentration range) appears to be that
of the monOftler. Also the visible and near Ls R, spectra in solution
are very similar to those of the pure compound.
Compound A hu been shown to·tit best a tetrah.edral arrangement
of four nitrogens around the cobalt. It MUst be stressed that tet:ra-
hedral in thlscontext really means'pseudo' tetrahedral as even in
2- ..
simple systeMS such as (CoC14) X-r~ diffraction has shown that all
the Co-Cl bond lengths Are not the same and the angles all differ from
a normal tetrahedral angle.
Using the spec~ra1 and magnetic data in a tetrahedral model enables
values qf certain paramete:rs to be calculated. The significance of these
values will now be discussed.
The ligand field strength (Pg) and interelectronic repulsion (B)
60 ..Tanabe and Sugano have calculated the energy differences between
. nthe ground term and the other maln tams for d systems. Thes. energy
differences are calculated from a crystal field model using Racah
interelectronic repulsion pareeters B and C. For a d? 10n 1n a
tetrahedral configuration the 8n8rgy diff8renees are shown below:-
4 4
A2-" 12 (F) = v1 • 10 Dq





44· . !2Az-.l)o T1 (p) = \/J = 15 D:t + 2 B + Q (3)
Where Q = i[ (-6~ + 15B)2 + 64(~)2], (4)
Ustng the values given in Table 4 and assUMingthat the lowest
.energy transition wu '0>1 we obtain the following values frOl'llequations·
(1), (2) and (3).
Dq • .590 cm,",,1 B' = 944 cm-1
The ratio of the Raeah paraMeters cIa tor the tirst transition
. . . . J
serles. ls generally around 4 and in the case of a d ion in an octahedral
. field or a d7 ion in a tetrahedral field it has been aSSUNedto be 4.50
. . 1
and therefore Ct = 4 248 cm- •'1 .
Using equatlon (4) to check the validity of these re.ults a value
1 'of 5,800 clll-1 is ca;tculated as cOlllparedwith the obse"ed value, of
. -1 . . . ,
6,125 cm •. The accuracy seems quite tail' as the positions of \/11 v2
and vJ have been t~ken trom the PQsitions ot maxiMUM ~bsorption~
. 6 -1 -1Taldng valuetof 10Dq s ,000 Cl'Il and 5,800 CII gave value. of
-1 . -1 .,Q of 5,760 c~ and 5,590 cm respectively. B was first calculated
. . -1 -1
'giving value. of 924.clJl and 962 em respectively.,
-Th. value of 10 IX{ ls very high, generally value. for tetrahedral
-1compoundsare <5000 C1Il exmples are s~own ln Table 1. Thue the llgand
comes ver.r·hlgh lnthe spectrochemical series for tetrahedral cobalt (II).
The free ion value of B for Co (II) is 972 cm-l• B is reduced
.whenthe metal 10n 15 cOlftplexed.and ligands may be arranged in the
order in which the value ot B increases towards the free 10n value.
Tbis arrang8l'llent of the ligands (and metal ions) is called the it.phel-
auxetic .eri.a and the ligand froll1 coapound A is very high intMs
·series.. The Yalue ot B' generally se8llls to increase ~thincreasing
82.
ligand field strength although the nephelauxetlc series is not identical.
to the .pectrOohemical series. Generally nitrogen lig-.nda are 'high in
both series.
The t_perature' independent par_agnatio affect (T.r. Pt)
Tatra}uKir-.! Co (I!) has an 4~ ground tem and with this, ground
state all the energy leyals are »kT - above the ground levels. Thare
is no first order Zeeaan effect 'with thl8 ground state but the~ 1. a
, ~
second order ~eeman effect Whlch 11 independent of tialftperatu.re. This
effect is slitall conapared with the overall 8usceptibility of the cOlr1pound
bu~ i8 too large to be neglected,The susceptibility dua to the second
. , 2
order Zeaun effect. has been shown to ba equal to §!!.L for an AZ term.
10 D:t '. ;
~ is the Bohr Kagneton and N ~s Avogadrot s nUlllbap. 'ntis g1vel .. yu'Ue
of 3.50 c.g.s. forcOllLpounciA. Th1s value has been used in the experi-,
,mental 'ection for the oalculation of the effective .agnetic moment.
Spin-orbi t ,coupling constant.
As at.ted before the departu~, fl:'Olllthe sp1n-orlly value of the
Magnetic !I1Ol'1lent1s caused by spin-orbit coupling.,' Tha free ion value
, , -1
for the spin-orbit Qoupling constant (>'0) 18 178 ell and this falls
cOl"1siderablywhen the metal ion la cOIIlplexed. 'rhe reduced constant
1 '. 2
(A ) ls related to the fr .. 10n va1~8 b.1 the, factor k i.e~
X • }(2).
o
1< 1. an electron deloca1iution factor which is dependent upon the
Bdxing 0t: the ligand orbitals with the .etal ,orbitals. When there ,is
1no deloe_lilation k :II 1. Thus k and).. are interrelated and 1!1&Y' be
calculated in two ways. The magnetic suscept1bility observed is
related t.o tha spin-only value by the equation








Froa this equation k !!Jay.be calculated.
Th. effective lIagnetic JIlomentis Hlated to the spin-only .agn.tic
,
JIlOftlentby the equation,
f.ff =-: ~rf 5.0. [1~ 4 k2>-'01
' 10Dl
or ~ff a Perr 5.0.[L...:0: ]
1
from this equation A 1UY be oalculated.
, ' l'Equation (S) was used to calculat. k and froll this oX was caloulated.
(6)
This gave the valuea
k = 0.75
" 1 '
• ' The value of k and, thus A depends cri ticall,y upon the accuracy of the
difference between the mea~ure susceptibility (7,520 c.g.s.) and the
susc~ptibil1ty oalculated for the spin-only MOMent (6,250 c.g.s.).
Nevertheless this value of k indicates that there is sOlie delocalization
... '. ..
of the metal d eleotrons onto the ligand.
, ,
The I.R. and U.V. sp!Ctra of CODlpound A
. .
The I.R. spectra of compound A the niokeland zinc analogu.s show
Ter,y olose si~larities to the lIe~laeetylacetonat~s. ~us the metal
~cetylac.tonates show a weak absorption at greater than :3,000 cm~l
\' -1generallY about )060 cm • This hae been assigned to a C-H stretching.
frequency. The pos1,.tionof this C-H fr.quency is very similar to
'. aromatic C-H stretching vibrations and this: is used as evidenc. of the
t I •
'pseudo' al'Olllatiecharacter of the metal acetylaceton,ates. Compound A
shows a weak absorption at )062 which disappears on deuteration. Th.
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hydrogen on the acetylacetonate ring in the metal complexes is known
to be labile and easily Nplaoed by halogens or n1trated51•
Nak~ot061 has carried out a normal coordinate analysis on Cu'
(&oao)2 ~ing a 1:1 complex model. The vibration frequenoies for .






For cobalt (II) on~ one frequency was assigned to the stretching of
partial double bonded carbon to carbon and carbon to oxygen
['J (C-c) "a and v (C-O)v1) this was at 1601 cm-1• The assigned values
,for nickel (II) and zinc (II) were 1598 om-1 and 1592 0111-1• Whereas
for oopper (II) and ber,rl1ium (II) a different frequency was assigned
to each 8tretohlng mode. 0( t ~ Onsatur.ted ~'-ketoamine oOl'llplexesof
metals also showed strong a sorptions at about 1570 - 1565 em-1,51.,
Compound A gave a strong absorption at 1565 em1• A·combination mode ofv(C-O).
, . -1 -1
and a v(C-H) (\)9) was a~~ign'ed at 1513 cm and 1461 OM. for the
cobalt (II) aoetylacetonate. Compound A also gave strong bands in
-1 -1 . -1this region at 1508 CJ1l t 1490 om f 1478 and 1440 cm • Th.
out-or-plane deformation of the carbon hydrogen on the ring was
-1 .'assigned to 767 em in cobalt~I) acetylacatonate. In oompound A
-1a band at 725 em was observed whioh became greatly reduced upon
deuteration suggesting that this hydrogen was attached to a similar
ring to that in the acetylacetonates. The U.V. spectrum of compound
A showed a high intensity band at 28,800 em-1 with a ehoulder at
34,500 in hydrocarbon solution wereas the free ligand gave a band
8S'.
at 32,300 oa·1.The extinction coefficients ~re much reduoed frOM
that of the free ligand. Similar effects have 'also been observed
for meta! iCetylacetonates6\ lIletu Cl, a unsaturated s- ketoaJUne
. ..64
ea.plexes and SOM. metal complexes of t.tradentated11m1ne
derivatives52•
-1
Thus 2,4 pentanedione ga"'e an absorption band at 37,200 ClIl
with an .xtinotion coefficient of -12,000. This was assigned to, a
TI-+1f. transition. The cobalt (III) cOJIlplexgave three bands in this
region at )8,800 e.-1, 33,900 cnt1 (shoulder) and 30,700 ClII-1 which
were assigned to n....n.. , rTf·, and d -+11* respecti vel.y.
€ ,
0(, ~ unsaturated ~ -KetoWn.s generalJ..:r gave absorption bands at
-1 ' .
.N31,OOO OM with extinotion coefficients of· about 17,000 to 20,000 •
. .
Tbe ehrondum (III) cOlIlplexes gave two bands in this region at about
37_~600eti-1 and28 ,000 Cll -1 with .xtinct1.o~ coefficients of approxinlately'
20,000 and 12,000 respectively.
-SolIe nickel (II) complexes with tetradentated1il11ne Wrole
dertYatiY •• a1~o showed the SUI. effect. Thus the fre. ligands
, , _-1showed absorptions at approximately 35,000 cm with extinction
ooefficients of about 34,000. The nickel (II) complexes gave two
bands in this region at approx1.1ftately 37,000 om-1 and 31,S()o etIl-1
with extinotion coeffic1ent. of appro~atelT s.soo and 26,000 respectiY.ly.
The spectrtll of compound A in ethanol was obs.rved. to change
on standing to give a spectrurtl sillilar to the Ugand. 'Ethanol hu
been shown to be a ",eak acid plCA19.5. It is also very hygroscopio
when dry. The obange in the spectrUDl to give &_" speetl'Ulll s1.m11arto




acids. The visible spectra in ethanol were not significantly different
to the spectra in oyclohexane, but the concentration of the solutions
used for the visible spectra vas approxilllately 1 x 10-~t whereas that
used tor the O.V. spectra was approximately J x 10-~.
The siJdlarity of the I.R. arid O.V. spectra of compoundA to the.
.acetylaoetonat •• and '<, ~unsaturated ~-ketoudn.s, indioated that the
ligand of coapound A Ilq be an i!Il1.noamineof the fom.
, .
This was supported by a mass sp8otr'Ulllof the ligand giVing a pe •• ible
aolecular ion at 11/.140 and SOMeevidancefrom. the mass speotl"Ulllof
oompoundA (se. later) indioating that there ¥ere two oidentate and
.. not on. tetradenttite Ugand attached to the cobalt atom. 'l'he aain
ful~ hydrogenated ptoduct of the hydrocenat1on of cOIIlpound Abeing
t:3 bis.thylll1ft1nobutane also indicated the possibility of the ligand
b.ing an.'i11linoaalline;. There vas oW one 01,~ unsaturated WnoaDdne
. .. ~
of tbistype known, this was 2,-benz1'lamino-4-bentYllm1no-2-pent~.
shown below
. '
1'b.1,., will be disoussed in the next seotion with reference to the
ligand and ligand hydrochloride •.
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,The ligand, ligand hydrochloride and une cOlJlplex.
As these three compoUndsare the d1amagnetic deri vati ves obtained
f~OMcompoundA, they are most usefully discussed togethe~.
The I.R. spectra of the ligand and ligand hydrochloride show very
. . -1' -1
st rong bands at :3 ,250 ell and 3,220 CM respecti vel.y. The ligand
htdroehloride also showed a series of .. ale to' lIlediUII bands between
-1 -12;700 em and 2,050 Cllt. Upon deute~ation of the ligand hydrochloride
. -1
the band at 3,220 Clll. was very greatly reduced and a new strong band
at 2,320 0.-1 appeared.
flrinlary amine, generally show two bands in the range 3,500 ClIl-1
-1 .... ..
to 3,300 C1B an,d secondary amin.s show one band in this region·. In
both primary and secondary amine8thi! N-H stretching·v1b~ation
f~equency is lowered by inter- and int~a Molecular bonding. The
66hydrochlorides of secondary amines have been exmne(t by Heacook
-1who found a c~plex series of absorptions between 2,800 ClIl and
2,000 cm-1 These bands upon deute~ation were conside~ably reduced.
-1 -1.and a nUlllberof intense bands appeared between 2,400 CII &nd 1,900 CM •
. +
These were almost certat,nIy associated with the -ND2stretching mode.
2-Benzyludno - .4-benzyl1m1no - 2 -:- pentene gave a band (which
. -I-I
was weak and broad) between ),340 cm and 2,500 cmwhich on deuteration-,
disappeared and a new band was found at 2,270 em.
Both the ligand and ligand hydrochloride showed two very strong
-1 -1 . . .
absorptions at 1640 em and 1590 CIl altered only very slightly on
deute~ation oftha ligand hydrochloride.
• Oneonjugated imines generally shows strong I.R. absorptions
,
1 -1between about 1680 om- to .1660 em depending ve~ much on the
environnumts of the -G=N- grouping. Conjugated indne" show a shift
to .lower frequency and a],.so conjugation with a C=C group generally
. -1 -1leads to multiple frequencies between about 1640 CJIl and 1570 C1Il •
2-Benzylandno-4-benzylimino-2-pentene gave two bands in this
-1 -1 .
~gion at 1620 em and 1560 em which were assigned to the conjugated
C=C and C=N groups. The ~all shifts on deuteration of the ligand
hydrochloride are probably' caused by the renaoval of the coupling of
these vibrations with the N-H defoNation frequency which probably
occ~d at about 1600 om-1• Heacock had found with the amine
. -1-1
hydrochloride absorptions in the region between 1620 em and 1560 cm
which ~pon deuteration disappeared and two new baDds at approximatelY
1290 cm-1 and 1240 cm-1 appe.~. Heacook proposed that one or both
. . +
,of these bands vas associated with the defona.tion of the <~ND2group.
'The ligand hydrochloride sho~ed same defini t. changes in ~his region
. - - +
-".but "no band~ directly assignable to a -ND2 defomation. One new strong
b~d appeared upon deuteration at 1117 cm-I and there wer~ other
. . -1 -1
changes in the spectrum betveen 1)00 cm and 1100 cm as shown in
-1 . + ,
Tables 8 and 9. The band at 1117 cm may be .the ,-ND2deformation
a1~hough this value seems to be low.
, -1
All aromatic rune hydrochlorides also absorbed near ,800 Cl!l
+ .
and this was tentatively assigned to the -Nrd2rocking mode,but there
) ,
'would probably be some coupling with the out-of-plane C-H defomation
on' the aromatic ring, which occurred in this region. The ligand
hydro~h1oride possessed a medium and two strong bands at 835 Cl!l-1,
788 c~-1 and 745 cm"1 which, on deuteration,' disa.ppeared .and the
k -1-1uands which appeaTed at.595 cm and .555 cm 1'1I.8.y have been their
deuterated. equi valents.'
The G.V. spectra of the ligand and ligand hydrochloride were
similar toe.ch other &5 were the U.V. spectra of 2-benzylamino-4-
benzyl1m1no-2-pentene and its hydrochloride. The latter cOMpounds!
gave a Single absorption maximum at )1,100cm-1 and )1,200 c.-1
with extinction coefficients of 39,800 and 41,600 respedtively.
This was added evidence for the siDdlarities of the ligand to
2-benzylam1no-4-benzylimino-2-pent.ne~
C-N stretching frequencies in aliphatic amine8 generally occurred
. -1 1in the region 1220 cm to 1020 cm-. The ligand and ligand hydrochloride
showed several strong or very strong bands in this region. Obviously
no particular frequency may be assigned to this vibration especially
as it will be coupled with the conjugated ilUne systeM. If the systent
i. ~seudo' aromatio as in the acetYlacetonates the C-l'f bonds will be
equiTalent and a&~a large degree of double bond character. From the
foregoing results and comparisons 1t appeared that the ligand W&'s
probably a conjugated imine system and also that it probably possessed
a secondary aDdn. system. The Similarity t02~benzylaDct.no-4-benzylimino-
-2-penten. was striking.
The zinc compoundprepared frona the ligand did not show the N-H
frequency at "') ,200 cm-1 • There was a lowering of the frequencies in
-1 .
the 1500 cm region (discussed before). The U.V. spectrum also showed
a'shift of the charge transfer band to lower frequency fl"all the ligand.
The N.M.R. spectra of the zinc compound, the ligand and the
{
Ugand hydrochloride used in conjunction with all the other evidence
diScussed before indicated the following structure:-
90.
where M = 'In/2 or H
°The ohemical shifts. the coupl~ng and.ratios of the protons m~ allbe
accounted for in the above structure.o The table below shows the
o assignDlents of the protons and coI'Iiparisonwith an analogollsc(, (\ unsaturated
~ -ketoamine and 2-ben~lamino-4-b.n~lim1no-2-pentene. All spectra
used deuterchloroform as solvent and the chemical shifts vere ~e.sured
using T.M.S. as internal standard.
Table 16
PPl ppm ppm ppt'll
Zinc compound 0 1.05
1.23
3.19 1.89 4.05 7.00
3.35 2.29 5.407.697.96









2.98 2.02 4.98 6.62 9.6
4.44 1.92 4.63 11.5








The 0(, ~ unsaturated (3-ketoaJ'llinein table 17 was· shown to exist as the 01s
and trans isomers in equil1briUIII. The N.K ..R.·spectl"Ul'llof this cOIIlpound
showed that. the neat liquid consisted al1'fto.stentirely of the trans isomer.
At.O.M solution in chloroform on the other hand showed that .predominant
species waS the cis isomer, 2-Ben~laMino-4-benzyl1M1no-2-pentene in .
eontrast was shown to e~st entirely as the eis isomer in deuteroohloroform
solution.
689anwell had shovn that cis and trans h,ydrogens on a substituted
ethylene had very different couplings in their N.M.R. spectra. 'nlese
couplings were related by the following equations.
J cis = lL7 (1 - 0.J4AE)
.J trans: 19.0 (1 - 0.17AE)






The values 11.7 cIs and 19.0 cIs were the observed values for
the parent hy~arbon e~hylen ••~ was the difference.in el ctron·gat1vity
between R' &nd R" and the hydrogens that they replace. Thus v&lues
of Jeis for substituted ethylenes were found to be in the range
() - 10 cis) whereas the Jtrans values were higher 1n the range (9 - 20 cis).
92•
.The._',~uns&turl.ted ~-ketoaMine shown in Table 17 gavs a cis
hydrogen coupling of 7.4 cis and trans coupling of 13.3 cis. The
ligand and ligand hydrochloride did not give sharp lignals for the
H Cl( and Hq. protons but in the zinc cOlIIpounda coupling .of.8.0 e/s
was found for these protons. This indicated' a cis structure for
the zinc COlllpound. The ligand and ligand hydrochloride on the
,
other hand showed very broad regions of absorption for the HQ( and
H~ protons and this could indicate that Ii 'ndxture of ois and trans
isomers were present.
The ethyl gr-oupe attached to the nitrogens showed a ooupling
of 7.4 cis in the ligand and ligand hydrochloride. This was
consistent with the values given by Banwell in the equation:-
J (CH3CH2X) =- 7:9 (1 - 0.094 E)
~ was the difference 1n electronegstivity between X and the hydrogen
'in ethane •
• The ligand gave two equat overlapping triplets for the methyl
group (~n the C2H5N- group). The CH2-N region also consisted of
po~siblY two overlapping quartets which could have indicated the
presence of cis and trans isomers.
Tbe..z1nc compound gave two overlapping quartets for the -CH2-N
protons. The nonequivalence of the -CH2-N protons' may. be due to
the urisyMmetrical character of the ring caused by the met~l group
attached to the ring. This was -$upported to some exten't,by th~




were effected and eau5ed a slight change in the spectrum. Another
possibility was that the z1nccompound with an almost tetrahedral
zinc atom was an a~metric Molecule. Methylene protons have been
shown -tobe rendered slightly ,notlltquivalent if they were close to
. 69an asy.mmetric centre • Another possibility was that the ethyl
groups on th~ nitrogen were restrioted·in rotation by steric effects.
"Dreiding stereomodels" showed tnat this latt.er explanation was
prob~bly a valid one, although large distortion of a tetrahedral
zinc atoM I11:1ght'causethe ethyl groups to have sufficient volume
in which to rotate •
• Deuteration of coapound A and the zinc analogue w,as shown to
t"ke place quite rapidly. The N.M.R. spectrtln of the deut.rated
.zinc compound showed that the Hc.t proton was exchanged. The N.M. R.. .
spectra of th. ligand and ligand hydrochloride in deuterill'"orlde
showed the absence of this proton and thus it had be.n exohanged.
" .
Even in deuterochlorofonn this proton did not give a sharp .signal.
A possible axplanation of this observation ~ay be that the ligand
and ligand hydrochloride could not b. thoroughly dried and water
prtsent may have been exchanging with this proton. A possible
mec~anism of exchange of this proton is shown below.






H-C . C-CH H-C. C-Oi + H-C -CH).. bl) 4 • II ~. J D ~ \\) I'•
C2H5.1
: +jC2H5 C2H.5N+ t.,CZfi5 C2H51+ 'NC2H5'. JH H s H
"
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The slight exc.ss of,protons in the 1 ppm region 1n the spectra of the
,zinc o_powid was probably due to jome unremoved hydrooarbon ,initially
used- to dissolve the cOIIlpoundafter sublinsation.
As shown in Fig.10" compoundA gave an N~M.R.speetruM.Cobalt (II)
ccespeunds are increasingly being shown to gi.e proton magnetic .pectr~.
Early work in this field by Milner and Pratt7Q with diUline complexes .
of cobalt (II) showed that each type or proton gave one signal whioh
, waS often broad and show81ilarge chemcal shifts from' the spectra of ,
the ,diamagnetic diam1nes. For a ,parPiagnetic oompoundto give 8.l'\ N.M.R.
o ' 0 -6 ' -8 -1
spectrum, an eleotronic reluation tille of 10 0 ... 10 .ee was required.
Nuclear relaxation times are related to electronic relaxation times;
generally a short electronic ,relaXatlontiMe gives rise to a long,
nuclear relaxation time, whioh in turn gives rise to sharp signals.
The nuclear relaxation times for oobalt (II) ccapounds aN shorter than
normal and give rise to broad signals.
The sharpest signal observed in the spectrum of ceapound Awas the
Signal at + 36 Ppm. which was approxiMatel1 180 cis wide at hal! height.
The two signals at -182 PP'lland - 163 PPlll. stretched over 3,000 cis
. '(50 ppm. at60 Mc/s). Th. ratios of intensities of the Signals were
2:2:12:8:6:-<1 for the signals at -182, -163, +36, (+56 and +71), +90
and +117 ppn, respect! vely. The assignment of these signals can only
•
be tentative considering the. intensities o'-seM'ed. The largest signal
at +36 Ppill. which was s~fted the least from the nomal diagmagnetio
po.it~ons was p~bab1Y the CHJ- protons of the ethyl groups on the
nitrogens. The two signals at +.56 and +71 PpIl could not be leparated
a~ because of their similar intenSity these two signals were .!fUMed
to be due to the CH2 groups of the ethyl on the nitrog~n. rnese
groups ",oUld be slightly in8qui valent ,because of the CH) ~roup
)'
. attached to the ring. The signal at +90 ppmwu assullu.d to be this
CHJ group., "" two signals at -182 ppa and -16) pprt.. are as!UIIled
to b~ the H_ and :R ~ protons. The signal at -11? ppm. cannot be
..ssigned under the struCture shown. If this signal was auigned'
to one proton then the total nUlllberof protons "as nrueh greater than thirty
and this.was agaiast other evidence such as analysis, Mass 'peetJ"Ulll
and,molecular weight determinations •. It was noted that the " ••U spectruM
.of a freshly disti~led S8l'llpl..of coapound A gave molecular ion at m/e
J37 and ,an ion at m/e 338 approxiMately 20~ of the-intensity of the
. lIlolect1lar ion. This vU ,.reasonably consistent with. molecule conta1ning
16 carbon atoms and 30 hydrogen atOJts. A sa.~l. of eeeipound Awhich, . .
.had been stored for some time under nitrogen gave an ion at lIl/e JJ8
Which was 45:£ of the molecular 10n. The pod t10n of this band in the
N.M.R. spectrum suggested that this was possibly due to & proton
attached to a nitrogen due to SOMe deCOMposition of the cobalt compoun~.
It was noted that in. poorly stored samples there was some evidence of a
possible N-Hgroup in the I.R. spectrum.
Mass spectra
As st.ted in the experil'llental seotion compoundA gave an accurate
molecular ion at m/e 337.1818,58 and the calculated value for CON4C16H30
12
wa' 337.18015 (using C • 12.00000 .s the standard). The ion at
!of + 1 (ra/ e 338) was approxim.ately 20~ of, the molecular ion which
. was consi.tent with the isotopic abundances of C13, H2 and niS.
13 I 1516 x 1.1 (C ) + 30 x 0.015 (gZ) + 4 x 0.37 (N ). 19.53%.
96.
the
Th. nickel compoundgave a Molecular ion at m!. :336consistent with
Hi58 ilotope which had. natural abundanoe of 67.8%. An ion
60
also observed at m/e 338 oon.istent with the Ni isotope whichwas
'had a nat~ral abundano. of 26.2~. The ratio of the intensities at
these ions was 2.67:1 and that required fraM their natural abundances
vas 2.59:1. There were also three muoh smaller 10ns at NI. 339 •
. ' , . 61 62 64
m/e J40 and '{l/e 342 wtlich could b. the isotopes Ni ,Ni and Ni •
The deut.rated coapound A showed the followiftg ions in the..
MOlecular ion region, m/. 337, m/e 338, m/e 339, M/e )40, m/e )41 and
!ft/e 342. The.l'llajor ions ....re .t m/e 338, m/e 339 and _/e 340. These
, .
,'would ~orrespond to Mono-di- and tn- deuteration. The ion at m/e 341
~,:vas only slightly greater than required r,or the isotopic natural
, abundanoe from the ion at m/e 340. It has already be.n shown that
tWQprotons were very easily deuterated (H~ protons) and it seemed
..' pO.si,bIe tha~ the ~ pz:-otonmight also be exchanged with deuteriUl!'l.
• _ ·tI •
'The .ppr.o~lIlat8 cOt'Ilposition of the rdxture ca.loulated frena ~ak intensitlee
wu nondeuterated 19~; lftonod.uterated 29~; dide~terated 21%' trideuterated
,.• 2'8~ and,quadM-d8uterated ~~, (natural abundance 1.2~t 3.7i and 1.1~
I
. re8pttOti-ye],y)•
The zinc compound'gave a large ion at M/e 3J?; probably due to the
PriSe1tc. of eeapound A contaminating the r,ino ccnpound. Possible
"
Molecular ions for the zinc analogue were shown at m./e 342. 'M./eJ44~
97.




The discussion of the fragmentation pattern of the~e oompounds
can onlY be qual1tative and 80 possibly open to some conjecture. Two
. different BUlpIes of oallpound A were reoorded at different inlet
t.. peratures. SaIIlple 1 in Fig.4, was rUn at an inlet temperatur.t
o -6 .
of 200 C (10 mm fig. pressure) and SlJIlple 2 in Fig.23 was run ldth
. -6
• an inlet t8lllperature of 28SoC (10 MIll Hg pres sure) • SllItple 2 was
an older a_pIe than No.l{ as explained previously when disoU$aing
the N.M.R. speotrulll). Even 50, it vas noted that Sample 2 gave
slightly greater proportions of the lower ions contpared to the
, '
lIlolecular ion. The niokel oompoundwhich was run at the sante
temperature as SaMple 2 showed very little fragmentation except
for the main base peak at m/e 198. The dnc compoundon the other
hand showed oonsiderable fragna.entation as did t~e deuterated compound
A. This may be sOIIteguide to the thermal stability although the large
amount of fragmentation of the deuterated oompoundAwas puzsl1ng.
The most 1Jlport~t reature of the spectra of cOIlpoundA 'Wu the
ion at m/a 199. This ion vas as strong as the aolecular ion and in
one oase the base peak. The deuterated oompound.A shovs this ion at
°m/e .200 and a slightlY weaker ion at ./e 201. The 10s8 of a particle
· .of lIla8&138 f.-om cOlftpoundAwas a loss of half the organio part exoept
for one proton. Ketal acetllacetonates have been shown to 10e.
acetllace~c3ne groups progressively. It seanted possible that the
organic part of the molee~le was two similar ligands and toobta1n
the ion at m/e 199, one ligand vas lost leaving one hydrogen on the
oobalt.
98•







Of course it 1s poss_1ble that there are two diffeM!l1t ligands which
differ by two protons and the Stuller was easily removed. This did not
.e. to satisfy other ev1denee sueb as the N.M .R. of tpe dna oompound
and the ligand. The possibility of a t.tradentate ligand being present
IIIflY' not b. ruled out but all poss1ble fomulations for a tetradentate .
Ugand vould Nquire the fission of at least one and pOssibly two
. ca·rbon-carbon bonds to obtain the required ion. It ,,"as thought that·
the fission of a cobalt-nitrogen bond and the subsequent formation of
a conjugated iltline syst8I'PIwould be aore favourabl ••
With the .nickel compoundthe formation of the ion at·~/e 198
(for Ni.58) was found to be the major step and there was also lIlUch
less. fraglllentation to give lower w.l·ght ions.
The d.uterated compoundA gave the ~08t intense ion in this region
at m/e 200 which would correspond to the ionaontainingone deuter1U1'11
atom. This ls quite oonsistent with the l"8Novalof one ligand and
the HO(proton on the reMaining ligand being substituted with deuteriUM
(the or1.ginal compoundA gave a pea Ii. at m/8 200 which was only sl,ightly
•. • t j
greater than the natural abundance). There vere also fairly· tntans.
10ns at m/a 199 and m/e 201•. The fomer' probably' eorres·ponded to the
99.
original ceapeund A and the latter may.have corresponded to t}1e
didwterated ligand with the cobalt atOlliand on. hydrogen•
.The ~inc oOlllpoundwas slightly different in that the ",ost
intense ion was at m!e 203 (neglecting the ion Il/e 337, possibly
fl"OlllcOlllpoundA cont...n.nating the s_ple). This would correspond
64to a Zn atOlllwith just one ligand "attach.ci. Th.re was also a
fairly strong ion at m/e 204 which could w.ll correspond to the
Zn64 equivalent of the ion at N/e 199 in cOIlpoundA. Th. pattern
of the rest of the ions to m/e .209was one of d.creasing intensity
and because of the possibility of two types of ion for each ~inc
isotope, the isotopic pattern was masked.
The conjugated diiJdne radical m/e 138 fOrllledin the frag-
mentation to give the m/e 199 ion was not observed in the frag-
Mentation patterns of the nickel And zinc analogues. Aver,y small
amount of ion at m/. 138 was observed in the speetl"lJlllof cOlipoundA
but aauch larger lnten~ity ion at M/. 139 was observed.
Double charged ions wre observed 1n the spectra of OOlllpound A
at'm/e 99.5 and m/e 168.5 corresponding to the ions at mi. 199 and
M/e 337 respectively. 'l1lenickel cOIIlpoundgave a very mall double
charged ion at M/e 169.5 corr •• ponding to the ion at mI. 339.
The spectra of compoundA oontu.ned. • m.etut.blep.ak at ./.
281.5 and so there had been a lIletastable transition during the flight
2of the lnitiaUr fomed ion !Ill". 'l1le relationship .l!!2.L :: 1Il*(where••
111
w.. the value of .th. metastable peak and .2 is the charged ion fomed after
tne transition) va' used to show that the Molecular i~n MI. 337
100.
produced an 10n at m./e 308 and, an uncharged particle of mass 29 units.
The ion at Mle )08 was shown in the spectrum. The uncharg~ particle
of Mass 29 un\ts might well have been an ethyl group. The deuterated
compound A sho~ed the most intense ion in this region at m/e 310 with
ions at m/a 3~9, m/a 311 and mI. 312(10wer intenslty)although the meta-
stable peak was not observed. The ~inc compound showed a main ion at
•
m/e 313 corresponding to the loss of & particle of mass 29 from the
.4' '.
main molecular ion at m/e 3~.
Other important regions of the spectruM. which will only be
discussed briefly are shown in rable 17.
Th. fragmentation pattems of these eoapeunde were quite cOJllplex
and so no definite assignMen~s may be made to the ions. Some ions show
quite large .abundance in each spectrum and do not change with chang.
of metal atom and so these lftustbe attributed to fragmentation products .
of the ligand. No spectrum was taken of the ligand but the ligand
hydrochloride di~ give a spectrum shown in Fig.12.
The lal'gest ion or any significant intensity was at m/e 149.
This ion could not be explained if the ligand was the proposed AMino-
i.mine. The next ione of importance were at rA/e 140, m/e 141, which
could have been the ligand and its cation nit.peetively. Th. ion at
m/e 125.repres.nted a Mass loss of 15 whieh might well have been a
methyl group. The next ion of reasonable intenstty at m/e 111
rep.resented a mass 1058 of 29 wtp.eh was probably an ethyl group •.
Th. pase peale of'the spec'truntwas at 'M/. 84 which may be the ton
.bownu' 1t lIay be fomed. by the initial loss of an 10nm/e 56.

,102.
me ion at m./. 56 was obserred but of low intensi t,.. Ions vere observed
at .le 35 and file 37, they were not quite in the ratio :3:1 but. were
" .+ .
probably _due to Cl ions.
The JUS! speetl"Unlof th'e eeapeund predueed atter att_pted
chlorination was almost identical to the spectrtlll of ceapound A
exe.pt that some low int.nsity ions v.re observed ,at m/e )69, mi. 370.
. . ".'
m./ff- 321 and m/e 3?2. A lIonochlorinated derivative ot cOIIIpound A
wouid requ1~ a molecular ion. of m/a 372 for CIJ5• V.r,y small ions
at fl/e35 aridmI. 37 were found 'which might correspond to Cl+.
th. nickel analosue of CCltlpoundA.
The I.R. spectrum and mass spectrum of the nick.l compound
I.
prepared from the ligand ~ydrochlor1de shoved. it to b. s.1ra1lar to, .
, , '
coapound A. This cOlllpoundwas shown to be as sensitive to aoids
~ compound 1. and"also probablY sensitive to light. 'Unfortunately
a magnetic. susceptibility was not obtained which might have helped
to deduce the stereochemistry of the nickel atOM. An N.M.R. spectrum
in cycloh.xane did not giveshl.rp lin~s characteristic of many niokel
•- (II) cOlllplexes. The stereochel1listry of the 'nickel, atom could only'
be inferred from the visible spectl"\lll.
',Th. visible spectra of this compound are shown in E'ig.14 <a) and
(b). The spectrum in cyclohexane wasver,- similar tO,that in ethanol
with minor changes' in the frequencies of the- l1lanmu..'!l'b~orptions of
10).
the strongest bands in this region. This showed that as with coapcund
A polar solvents did not appear to complex with the metal atom to give, '
higher coordination.
'The possible stereochemistries for tetra coordinated niek.l (II).
atentweN planar or tetrahedral. Nickel (II) foms maIV diamagnetic
pll11M.rcompounds, but this nickel coapcund was not one of these. Thus
the nickel analogue must have been a tetrahedral or 'pseu~o'tetrahedral
cceipcund of nickel (rr), Comparison of the visible spectrum with the
visible spectra of other tetrahedral nickel (II) cOlllpoundsshowed this
t.o,be the case.
'. . 53
, a(, ~ ~saturat.d (1-keto~in. complexes of nickel (II) have been
shown to b. pla.n3r, tetrahedral or exist in a pl.mar-tetrahedral




H-«\ ' Ni/2. \.. /
C-N
I ' IRI. R
A large group R ~n the nitrogen producing large sterio hindrance
e.g. i~JH7 (where R'~R~=M.t~l) gave a complex with a magnetic Moment
of 3.3, B.M. in the solid state and 3.36 B.M. in carbon tetrachloride
- .solution. On the other hand where R=p-C6H4CH3 (R'=R"=Methyl) gave a
complex which was di ... gnetic in the soUd state and gave Ii magnetic
moment of 1.23 B.M. in chloroform solution •
.Th. visible s~trum in solution of'the tetrahedral complex
-1 6 ..1(where,Rwl-Cji7) showed.four ftlainabsol"ptions at 19,200 cm ,1 ,800 cm
104.
-1 -1 -114,800 ClIl and 6060 Cl'II and a 'Very veakabsorption at 11,000 Oil •
'lbese values'may be ooaapared with the niokel analogue of oOlllpOundA
,' , . -1 -1
whichgav. absorption bands at 22,750 CIIl ,17,150 OJI ,9,100 and. .
-1 '7,700 em, in' eyclohexane solution.
A slllpl1f1edene!'gy level diagram is shoVft below for tetrahedral
,niok.'! (II ).. '
.'; ~P.........,...,.......-_-- _. _. __--..,.-"-0;.._.._-
\)1
,
,.. \)2.3 ,:,. ff'
F---"",-':' - - - - - -..--t---+~ JT2............1~~
___.....__.____.~)T1
Tbe ab~ol'ption band at 6.060 0Il-1 was assigned to v2 in the
-1t.trahedr.l. keto ... ine cOI'Ilplex. The band at 11,000 C!Il lias included
With t~e: o~~ between 14,500 ~19.200 eIl-1 ASsigned to \I J. ,The
band at 11,000 CJIl~l 11&' possibly a; 3T1'~lD transtti'on as this would
ha'V. been of the oorrect intensity expected of iuch • transition. The
. . '. . .
aSllgnments~'Ven to the ~s1ble spectra of bis(N - i.oprOpyl.alicylald1m1no)
·,·71 '. .'
,nickel (II) '(which was found to have a distorted tetrahedral structure)
. I .
• . 72 -1
ha.,e beenoontested by Go~use ,. This c01lpound gaye a band at 6,700 CtI'I,
. . -1-1
0:tgina1l.Y.assign~ to \l2 '.and two bands at 14,100 01'4 ~ 16,900 Cl'll
Or1~lly~~signed to vf These have b~en ,reassigned by GoodgaJlleafter
coapari~O~ wi.th the (NiI4)z- ion
7). The, band at 6,700 CII\-1was assigned.' ," . -1 . -1
to \11' t~eb,:ndat 14,100 iClIl ,assigned to \lZ and the b.nds at 16,900 CII\. . -1
,and 19,100 ~ assignad t~ ~3. Thus it 'maybe that the assignm.ents for
the ketoaMiw. cOMpl~x we~ incorrect and should have been 6,060 cm-1
105.
, -1 -1
(v1)' 14,800 cm (\)2)' 16,800 em and 19,200 (\)3)' Comparisons of
coarpoundA with sinler ketoudne cOMplexof cobalt (II) showed that
the ligand (of cOlllpoundA) produced & much larger ligand fi.ld. The
pos,lble as,1gnlllents for the nick.l analogue of oO!llpOundA talcing this
. -1 -1 . -1 .
into account are 7,700 Cttl and 9,.100 em .. (v1) 1?, 150 CM and 22,?.50
-1
• CtIl (VJ)" No band was found wtdch could be assigned to \12 but with a
strong f1eld 1n tetrahedral sYIIlIIletrythis beoClllesa two - electron
, ,
transition and would be expected to be weak. Th. int~ns1ty of \12 in
, .0lIl. cOlllplexes exalll~ned by Goodg&ll1e be¢aJI'le as wea~ AS that observed for
\/1. Thus \)2 lIlay haT. been Tery weak and so obsouredbr the tail of the
. -1
band at 17,1,50 ClII .'
The n1ckel (II) analogue of compound.A. being tetrahedral indioated'
,that a factor such as large st.rio hindrance of th~ lig~d, was' taking
place. 'Th1s supported the structure of the ligand shown in the previous
. i
section.
The nick.l (II) analogue of compoundAgave a siMilar U~V. and
vis1ble spectturlt to one of the products of the reaot1on of nickel
, , 47
chloride with lithium diethylamide .'
106.
S~a!y of Results.
The preceding 8.ections have shown that cOll1poundAwas a tetr~edr.l.
compoundof 'cobalt (II). As the cobalt atom was surrounded by four
nitrogen ato.s it was posaible that there were four Wlidentaie ligandl!l
or two bidentate ligands or one quadridentat. ligand or one unid ntate
plus one tridentate ligand.
The.Mass spectrum and anal.ys-is 5av. the exact composition of cOl1lpound
A. The I.R. ~d U.V. spectra of. compoundA indicated the similarity to•
acetylacatonates and cC, p unsaturated ~ -ketoarlline complexes. 'nte chelllical
properties ~ .acid sensi t1vi ty, .ease of deuteration and halogenation also
indica ted the similar! ty to the CI(, .~ unsatur ted ~-ketoardne cOftlplexeti.
. 51' .
Collman found that halogenation of 0(, ~ unsaturated ~ '!"keto8l'llinecG!IlplexS
of chromium (III) gave much lower yields that halogenation of
. acetylacetonatecomplexes and Holnt53 found that SOIle ,~ unsaturated
~-ketoami~e complexes of Ni were air sensitive. The difficulty of
reduction of the l~gand of cOmpound-A ~ndicated the 'pseudo' aromat c
character of compoUndA. The main product of the redu:tion being 1,3
b1sethylam1nobutane Showed that the ligand was most probably bidentate
and that each nitrogen P9ssibly had an ethyl group attached to it.
This was supPorted by the evidence that the nick.l compoundwas
tetrah~ral and not square planar as in many cOMplexes. Ethyl gro ps
•
on each_of the nitrogen WOUld.cause very larga sterlc hindrance and
53 . .
Holm, had shown that t8trahedral 0(, ~unuturated ~-keto~ne complexes of
nic.\Cel (II) could be produced vi~h a large alkyl grQUPon the nitrogen
of the ~-ketoamine. The ligand and ligand hydrochloride had similar
U.V. andLR. spectra to the known iminoandne (2-benzylandno-4-b nz.yl-
,
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illdno-2-pentene). The N.M.R. sp8ot~a of the ligand, ligand hydrOohloride.
and unc cOIlplex ahoved that the ligand was 4-ethyl1raino ..2... thylOdno-2-
, .' ,
buten.,.'nlus cQIIIPoundA waS. bis- (4-ethyli1l1no-2'-butene-2-ethylami.no),
cobalt (II).
One of th •• &1n~aining features of this novel synthesi,' to be
. explained was the po.Uble mode of fonution of compound A. f~ llthlUt1l
~ethyldlideana cobalt chlorlde. This Will be attempted in the next
,
section.
"A. pos.ibl. reaction ftlechan1811'1for the fonu.tion of compoundA
'The following lIlechani_ ,is proposed for the fomation of oompound
A~ 'nle Mechanism ia divided into four stages and stages I and III have '
.. .'
aIt.m ..t. rout.s and this will be discussed later.
stage·r
__ ---=-H:...-~.. G~ClP=liC2H 5.
I. .., . II ~o
Co .... Co )
Bu.
C H N-=CgCH~ + g+
2 .5 .J
stage II • R
. ' .d' +
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The overall reaction is. sheen in the .fQllowing equation.
would be needed for it to be' proved or disproved. Th. tot.&l yi Id of
compound A f~ the overal~:reaction ~uation' should be approximately
14.J~. Th. y'ieldsgiven 1n Tabl. 2·show that the reaction of 1:2
ratios of cobalt chloride'to lithiUMd1et~lamide gave yields of
~
about 5-7' whereas rati~ of 1:4 of th.s. compounds generally gave
yields of 10-14~. The only significant difference excess lithiUIII.
diethylamide should m.akeif the meeha.niS1llis cort"ect is that it will
act as a base n.c.ssar" in thestag.s of ~he reaction or that lithium
diethylamide plays a ~arg. part in stage I •.. ,
Stage I requires the fOnlation of an Udn4t I (ethyUd.ne .thylaJdn.) •. , '
'.This lila,. be aceOlllpUshed,by two .ain lIl.thods.. Th. firat is the p:roduction
of .n ~n. radical and io.~ of a hydrogen radioal to gi v. the 1.Jdn.. The
lIlost plausible ..ethod by which this would be through the initial fonution
of bis-d1ethylamino oobalt. The possibiUty of bis-d1.thylua1no cobalt
being formed initially in ~he reaotion a.... high. Reactions of oobalt
halides with other llthiUM dialkyliDddes (where the dialkyl groups are
larg. ,and will thus eau•• lar.ge sterlo hindrance) have shown that
d1&l.q-laaino oobalt (IIr cOll!poW\dsexist (s •• later). These dial1cylamino
110.
'cobalt (II) coapoWlds app.ar to be thel"lull.y unstable and Ii diethylurl.d.
would be e~ted to have s1m1lar properties. The tonution of di.thylamino
eobalt (rr) i8 supported by the fact that in s.veral reactions alJllost the
quantitative yield of lltb1\R ohloride was obtained. Th. decOlllposition
of bis-diethylamino cobalt (II) could well involve an initial formation
of a hydride cOl'llplex'Whichwould i t •• lf be imatabl. because of the Mgh
.leCtron d.nsity upon the cobalt atom and the difficulty of reducing
this by back donation to the ligand.
cobalt metal and the irrdne I.
The other possible route for the fo~ation of I might be the
oxidation of a d1ethylandne anion (formed front lithiUM diethylamide)
and the two electron reduction of oobalt (II) to cobalt (o), As shown
in Table 2 polar solvents gfve higher yield of ooni.poundA and of course
these solvents would enhance the poissi.b1lity of this. rout. ·to I. Lithi\Ull
. .' . 74
'diethyla.1de has been shown to reduce benzophenon. withth. initial
for.ation of I which reacted with .xc.ss bensophenone.
Stage II involves the action of • base to ~or.. the anion II and
then an aldol condensation of this anion II with I.· Excess 1i thit.ll
••
.'d1e~hylaJJl1de,would .ct as a suitable bas. espeeia1ly when, diethylal'ld.ne
. V.. used u solvent. If the aniol1 III fONed wre proton.ted this would
~ a suitable Mlipe for further aldol cond.nsation v1th I or itself.
111.
Stage III i~ the ro~tion o~ a dila1neV fro. III which ~aibe
aeeompllshed i~ one of two ways. The first rout. involve. the formation
of a oobut oOllpouncitits deoOillp081tlonto tom a radioal IV with t.h"
reduet~on of the oobtJ.t atoiland then los. of a hydrog.-t radical !l"9N,.
IV to give V. This .ethod res_bles the first route of stage I~ The
, '
other possible rout. resembl.s the secoRd •• thod of'stage, I in tbat a
.econda17 amine an1o~'is ox1d1zed 'by' ih. redueticm ot oobalt (II) to
cobalt (0) with the fOJ'IUtion of an, lain. (in this 0••• a d11.J11ne).
rn.last' stage involves the action ot • base ,uPon the d1iN1ne V
ta..:tOnl Q inion Vi whiob. iSOIRer1ze. to gift the eonju,.t.cl and.no-ildne




DISCUSSION OF RESULTS •
•
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D1alk,ylaaino cobalt aI) co",pounds.
The preparation of these cOlllpoundswas attempted and the l"8StLltB
obtained will be disoussed hereinafter.
The b1s-hex ... thyld1silyl~ino cobalt (II) showed similar propertie'
to those recorded by Wannagat37• Wannagat had predicted that from the
v:olatiUty of this coapound th~t it was probably a'monomer. This "as
born out by the molecular weight deterNination carried out 1n cyclohexane
solution which gave a value slightly lower than that required for. n.onOiler.
It was probable that this slightly low reBut t vas due to a .",all MOunt
'of hydrolysis or oxidation or both. The ccapcund waS thUI a, two eo-
ordinate cobalt oOllpoundwhichwa. the only exa.ple knownof tnis
.unusue], stereoche1lliltry. The I.R. spectrum of bis-hexamethyldiai1,ylaa1no
cobalt (II) when compared with the I.R. spectra of the ~inc, cad!'lliua and
" .)6
mercury analogues,lndicated a linear N-Co-Ngrouping. Wannagat had
obtained a nOMal coordinate analysis of the zine, oadnt1U11 and mercury
compounds using the metal atOlll, the nitrogen atoms and the si11con atOlll'.
They found that the metal~nitrogen and silicon Iltoms were all in orie
, plane and the 3Y"I'letry of the fIlolecul. was D2h• The N.M.R. spectra
, of these cOIlpounds gave one signal shoving that all the methyls ~re
e~uival.nt. The compoundof cobalt fits well with the assignments for
zino, cadrUumand Mercury and the cOlllpar18on1s .shown1n Table 17~
The assignment of th.asymmetric nitrogen-oobalt-nitrog.n stretching
. '
vibration was tentative as o~one band was found in the region 400-SQO
.. -1 -1cm • As the compoundvas exardned to 400 cm .i t '"a. poast.ble that a
band at lower frequency could be assigned to this ytbration. Caloulat'ed
forCe constants shoved that the M-N bond was a covalent single bond for
, 113•
•'. , ,Table 17.
. ,
aeX8lllethyldiail.ylMlino compounds.
Zn Cd' Hi Co Ass1gnm.,ts
1268 B (sh) 1267 S (Bh) 1267 s (ah) 12.58 v, o.(CHJ)
1251 TS 12,~5T8 1257 'S 1247 Yi
98.5 T. 997" 979 vs 998-80 ,v. v (NS1z)as
SJ.5 v, 8)2 YS 8)6 vs 855-35 vs p(C~3)
674, • 6'1'3' s' ,673 • 672 8 v( SiC)':
612 .. 616· M 614 " ~1.5 II v(SiC,)
436 s 410 IS ',406 • 475 III v~.(MN2)
Y' =: very strong; s" strong', 11= lIledi_; (sh) 'shoulder; 6 ~ detonut1on;




Zn,Cd and fig. Con.idering siftlply maes and ooordination nWl~r effects
of the metal, the frequency of the ~a. (N*M·N) vibration for oobalt
should be similar to that of zino (oomparison of the tetrachloro oOMplex •
shows this eftect)l-







The above tetrahalo-ions .ho~ the same general tr nd eau. d b.1
increasing ,mu,s as th~ vas (MN2). vibrations in Table 17. The frequenc:y
of v(MX) .vibratioDs g.nerally increases with decreasing coordination nUNer.
'.Cob&l.tQuschlonde in the vApour state which "n consid red t.o have a
. .
coordination nUl9lberof two exhibited a cobalt-ohlorin. stretohing
,"
. vibration frequency of 493 cm-1. 77..Zinc chlorid.e in the vapour sta
exhibited a. unc-ohlorine78 stretching vibration frequency of .516 era"·l J
l1I~rcur1c chloride79fgave a vaiueof 413 01'11-1• COMpa~n~·th••• value.
with the values for vas (MN2) ~howedthat the frequency of 47; a.-t
.. signed to»(CoN2) was slightly high but of the right order. This hiab
. I' •
valu •. for' the cobalt nitrogen frequency lI.1ght have been due to in~rea.
bond order above a covalent single bond.
'lb. N-Si bon~s in the Zn •. Cd and Hg cOIl'pounds .howed 1.nol"8&1 bon
.. order·oOlftpared to the free antine. The va.s (SiN) frequenoy. in the tl"M
amine was 934-1 whereas in the metal cOMpounds the frequ.noies were 1n. ... .
. -1·the rang. 980-1000 em • The ....(NSi2) and \J (NSi2) in the.r amine
gave Y~lu.s of 568 cm-1 and 177. ~ -1 respeotively' and the values for th
Zn, Cd ~d Hg ceepcunds were in tne ranges 6J4~623 etil..1 and 188 ..180 em-l,
respectj" vely. This increased bond order of the Si-N bond vas probably
due to the cOIIlbination of the erapty d.orbitals upon the sil1eonatolls
, '
of electron density on the nitrog.,.m1ght then facilitate th_reduction
of. electron density upon the,oobalt at'Olll.
Tbe Iftetal carbonyls and .etal olefin' ~om.pl.xe~have inoreased at.bill ty
by back donatio~ of the lIlet.&]' d eleet'Nhs, to the antibond1ng Tt 'Orb:l.W••
This has tl~... ffeet of irlcreasing the llet~,earbonbOnd 'Order but
, deereasing' the oaJ"bon-OX;1genor oarbon-earbon bond orde!". 'l'h1s
, IIlkhani_is not in operati.on in the, bi."h.XMeth1is~171I11Jdno eobalt (II)




me strength of a cobalt nitrogen bot\d rdght be thou~t to be
1:n't ..nil.d1ate b.tw • .n ,a oob.i.lt-oxit:en bon~fJ\d a eob-.l,t-earbon'bon,d.
ane very .1t!d1ar ,oobalt oxygen. ",st. ·whieh had be. eX&1I'I1lIfJd.v.. th.e
aUQl\1 ~"",pound •. Co [ 0S1(C9J]2 ~Ch .... th ... ~ .table 11p to ..t
lealt lSOGC under V&CUl11A80• The two alkoX1d•• prepared in this thesis
'"' ,~
also app.a.red to ''be as thermally .table ... the abOve ;c~pounc::l ..
Cobalt alkylsal"e unkriO'lm. Stable oobalt-carbon bond, arefomed'. ' ,
when the~ 1s a reduction of t9. electron d,l'lsity upon the 'IIletal atOlJl.'
Stable alkyl (•• g. fttetlVl) cobalt cOlllp<>Wlds~re formed in thepl"esen~e.
, '_ ot ligands such as the porphina81 and' ditlethylgl,yoxilll.82•
, B1.s-hexamethYld1si~lMdno ·cob.Ut (II) was themuul,y stabl. being"
, . .
easilydistiUed ,in conthust t~ all other dialqlam.1d." preparedwhioh
'"we!'e unste.bl.' thermallY. ~er.a' silicon hl,s unfilled d orbitals to. .\ . , ,. "
'r~uoe the.ll.!lcl.l'Ondensity upon th4!inlt~gen. 'carbon doe" not have any
.,vailabl. d ol"bihls and the induetiv.el£.otof tb.e.lkyl groups
actually increases the elect,ron denai ty upon the ni tl"oger;t.
, '
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Atull X-ray struct,ural deterMination maybe requiHd before
, ~. >
. def1ni t. eonclus'ions maybe drawn as to tne cobal t-ni trogen bond ol"der.,
rneoompound is crystallin. but beoause of the oxygen sensitivity a
single 'crystal date~nat1on, w1.11 be d1ff~e,:,lt. UsC) the stereochcstry
in; tha solid tU.y b.• d1fteren.t to tn.t in solution (d!scusl!ied 1tI. the next
s.otion).
Themagnetio 1It0000entand ,visible spectra wer. not easy to explain.
The.nergy level scheme for the' d orbi tars in a. linear fi.ld is show. .
" i).low. The 1);(. values assigned to eaoh f!Jtlargyle.,e1 &rtt ollly Qorl'(tot









lb. bonds of ~-X are' adumed, to lie along' the " axis and so the d z2
orbital is of highestenexogy. (mag'ram above not to 1101.1.'.
The value of the Magnetic moment for' the hexametb_.yld:Uilylqino. .' .
oobalt, (11)w-I.8 .coUnd'to be 4.84 S.M. lit l"OOllt_perature whioh
indioated three unpaired electrons. ,Thus the d: t d and d 2 were. . xz. yz z '
. as.sUlleci to e:,-'Choontainone eteet-ron. !'b., spi)'t:-Quly v.lueof ,the
magn.tie 1II0111.,.t, for thr.e unpaired eleotrons being 3.88 B.M. ,suggested
that the high va1u.was caused by ol"b1tal' oontrlbut1or.1. Of course the.
energy level syost.8l1l :sholll1 above for the d1 system need 'not hold for a tJ?
111.
syst_. AsslDling that the arrang_tmt of the energy levels was oorrect
and tn,at Dq was very small, tb.n there was possibility of it large amount
of 8pin-orbi t coupling cauaed by lidxing or the level$. This would
inc rea •• the Jl.agneti~ l'IlOl'Mnt",arkedly £l"OIII the spin-only value.
The ",,,,ru,tio Ulallent in solution at roomt_p.rature ".~ higher than
that of the solid at room t_peratuN. TtQ,s hieh value was possibly due
to three faotors.
Ca> Magnetio dilution i.n solution.
(b) A d1ffennt coordination nuaber uth. solid from that 1n
solution.
(c) Someoxidation to -a spin-free cobalt (III)d6 cOMpound.
<a,' If il'1 the solid stat. theN were IllLgnetie intenct10n between
cobalt atoms this would give a loW<.r magnet1c aOiftent in the solid ,than
1n solution. ,The ,apparent ta.perature indep.ndence 'Of the magnetic Jl.omen~
tended 10 rule out this possib111 ty. '
(h) Th~,mol.cular vtight 1n, dilute selution, tbe vol«t11ity and
I .R. speotl"Ulll 1n solution ,1nd1cated.a tvocoei'dinate cobalt $Yst_ in
solution and 1n the vapeur phas;e but, this did. notFUle out assQc'1at1on
1n the selid phase. Although the h.x.methyldisi~1~1d. vas a larg~
bulky lisand, the possibility ot high"r cool"dittatie!\ in the 'Iolid
pha •• co;uld not be ignored. Coordi~.tion with one !'I.:trther nitrogen
and distortiOn ot "the linea~ N.jco"N system couidha.ve given a trigonal
planar system. Th. e,nergy levi)ls of the d orbi talsin & t.rigenal field for
a d
1
electron,syst_is shewn on-next page.
'<I..






free ion trigonAl planar crystal field'
'l'be trigonal ri.ld was assumed to be in the 'xy plane. Similar
ar,g~~mts used for a linear field lIlay .be -used for a. trigonlll field. - , .
in that· a low value fOJ;' Dq 'Irlll cau~:eh.rge spin-orbit coupling and
, .
that tb. ener~y levels given for the'cl1 syste!Yl'W'ouldt;lQt correspond
rigidly with that expected for a d? 5yst.n. A ~istorted tetrahedral
structure· (t",o' long and tW9 short borids ) 'l'I'Iay .be. possible but ~uld
probably be rul8d out by ·steriehindrance.
(0) Although rigorous care was taken to ex01OO. oxygen from the
syst.!tl and a strong solution ("'15~ wi..,. )was used ,nevertheless oxidation
could be a contr1butary factor. The~is-hex .. ethyld1siIY1SJl'lino oobalt
(II) was sh,ownto be very susceptible t.o oxygen being oxidif,~ to a
. .
black cobal~ (III) oompo\U'ld. If Dq'were small then it would be
• . 6
possible to obt.in a spin-free d ion· with f'our- unpaired electrons.
The increasein'magnetic nlOntent"'~s possibly due to this effect
although the'sol.ution was quite green and on .eXposure to oxygen
turned blac.k inu'lledl tely. This rout.· to higher magnetic momEtnt
in solution was the 1... t likely and May re.lly be neglected.
A solution to the probl~ of whether the sante coordination ex1stced
in the solid phue as did in solution mAY not be solved without a
single ery tal X-r83 st.ruct.urs.L detel'!!ilnation.
Th. U.V.and visible spectra were taken in, eolution$ of pentane .
(-.1.0 X lO~\()and. becaus_ of the d1lut~on of the' solutions the quoted,
extinction coeffioients ".re relative but absol.ute·values ,.,.reof
, '. 7 , , '
l.1Jdted value. ,The tr'ee ion term, fOl" ad' lon are know but the
tems tbat ar1$_ in .. linear field were not known and so no real
•• dglUllenhcanbe lude-,to transitlQn~ 'in the visible 'p$otl"a,. If
"e eOll!'J1det: ... trongfield s,itll"tion and a sWlar order of d. . . .
'.orbital. enel"gie. ·for·th. dt s:r1Jt_ then thel"e ..re possibly two
tran,1tions.
.~" ,",L: ,r ...·~,r
,. ,~
U
. df P , '
Fl1"8t ex~ited state Se60l'ldexaited stat
. . .,," 1
S1T4ply'oona1dertng ,the l"at1os 'for the.Dq values g1ven-fol"S d
.,stem then th~ ratio of the ene,gies of the •• t ran sitloM should b4t
. '. 1
7.42:16.56, Le. 1:2:23.The ratio of enf:rgies o,r the two 10lfeat .
. ,
"
energy bands obs-.rv_d vas 10~6S(h17 ,100, 1.e. 1:1.60. The -ag~_ent
. was. pl"Ob~bl:r of the right <;».rdel'but ",ueb more--theoretical work Must
b. dQl'le- upon linearsy~t8ltl before any real conelusions llaybe drawn
.,', ' '..
from the eleotronic spectra and magnetic YI'lotflent.
~oau8e the other dialkylalftides pHpared wel"e not eaailYPllrl.:fied
and very,oxygen sensitive, it waS decided to pl"ttpaZ'e a d.nvative fl"Olfl
...
the, bis-b,-x8lIlethyldisilylMdno cobalt (ll) nd eompare t.his with the
derivativ •• obt.ained tro~. the other dialkyla.mide's.. GenerAlly tll.tAl
t
did.1<ylamid • ., had been shown tor •• ot with Aloohols to gi~ alkoxides.
1'~.only kno~ alkorlde of cobalt (II) Which has bMn ~t\ldieQ il1 detail:
. .) .
vas the MttlOxide8J• This va.•• hown to be octahedral ,nth cobalt
surroundftd. by six oxygens. It was decided· to prep,a,re alkoxides \d. th
l..&rger sterie hlndruce in the hope ofg1v1ng compounds with. lower. . ~
coordinaU:on. Te!'tlary bu.t-an~l and tri.thl1carbi~ol reaoted with
b18-heiallethyld111lyllllltide and the 2.6~lIIethYlpiper141de to give
8:UUlar. alkoXid... ., ,
the alJeox1d,s prep&red gave viJ1bl. spectra, as Nujol ",ull' ~
aWlar tO~Oba.ltous iOl'lSinaqUeou"I' solution {coCH20)61
Z+. Thul
,', [eo(H~O)6r~'"gave wale absor.ptione at 8.000c",-1, 19,600 13.-1 and
~ '.' . . ". ..'
21,600 cm '. all these bal'\ds hId molar .xtinction ooerficients <s.
~' »
ltDre1ding ster.cdodels" of cobalt (II) tertiary 'buto:rl.de showed that
. " .
anoQtahedral cobalt (II)' alkoxid. C&nl\ot'b. fomedVith such large
alkyl groups as (CHj'3C- and (C2H5)2C-. Wlnte~84nas rettently Sh'OVfl
thatsubst1tut1on of a JIIethoXide gl"OUpbya' halogen 'in oooalt (II)
. . ~ . '.
cli,..etho::d.d,eoaus.ed interesting stereooh_teal ohange$. Thus the
.~hl.ot'o~,.H.v.t.iye Co(OCH3)Cl""astound to b4!tootaiutdl"u iimilar
. , t~ the clim.thox:ide. ' The btom0d.envatlve CO(oCH,)Br was shown to ~
tetrAhedral but able to 301vate withlllethanolto give an ootahedral
speQi.~r. Solvation only eceured ldth _thanol and not with higher
alcohols" showing that the tetrahedral species waspreferm 'and
. ,
'. only mall ligand. enabled the oetah.edral species ·to b. foi'm~.. The
iod~-d.rlV4tiv. Co(0CR3)I "'., shown to be tetrah.tl"al and did not
,ol,vate with !lethanol.
A 50l~tion of the tr1~thylcarbinolat.1n tetrahydrofur~ gave
..
121.
'," ,,- .. '
. a liDlilar. visible and near I.R.. spectrum to the spectrwl obtained
in lfujol Mull. The .xtinct~on .coefficients we1"e not "'.... I!IU~ but
. the we~~lt b~at 8,300 9~-1 was shown ~o have anextinetlon .
.-.
coefficient_' greater than. 50. This. indicated that the steHoehem1.str;r
ltaa ,s.1.ns1lar'1n tetrahydro!ul"an solution to that in th. lol:tdphas ••
Tbeh' ...,a•.• 'possibilit:.y tha~. 'ehang~ of atereoohetl11sti;"Y did 'oceul"
frOM the' ~oli~ to the solution A"ndthe, speetr~ .,.re forl1l1 t~usly
s~b,r~ .Muef\ furt.her work would be 'needed to prov~ tlUl)e.g.
Magnetic. ntOI'Ilent of the ,'oli-d. ,
. ~- - .' ~
I~ ~ll be init1..lly al$UIIed. that th.N',was no change of
, ste!,-och~stry •
.'Itie ~gn.t1e ~ollent:of cobalt (II) trtetby'lcarblnolate at'
. I·roOat teillpentur. 'Vu shown to " 5.04 B~M. ,'rh", ,yalu.indioated
. . '., '
. th,l"M unPaired .leetrot'ls with.• v.ry high ol'bital·eontribution. It
I. • • •
. also ~d1c'~t'elf tn.t 'th.e~6undl11 solution was not t'etl"ah8dral.
, "'~ . " .'
Co(oc.H~)al; &~~ Co(OCH,)IWhiohwere shownt~ be' tetrahtdra~ ga:ve '.-
lIlagn.tie· ~OUl~nt. at 'roOillt~per-atu" 'of 4.69 B.M. and 4.8; S.M.
. \ "
re,Spectiv~l.y. Tbe .ethoxy- grQup'Wl.Sshown'to b ...... higtt.r '.
ligand field' .trengtb thaJ\a .ohlorlde group and so .. tri.thyloarbox,y-
·It
, grO\1p should h.".. sWlar ligand field stnngthto a ohloride group ..
ttl. cobal-t (II) trlethylcarblnolate would pl"Obably 'ha;yea ittagnet1c
, Moment. '()t 1esl than 4.69 B..M~if the st.r.ocb ....i.t:r:r of the oobalt
, .
we~ tetrahedral. High.r coordlnat:ion than foul" ",aY'be d1soount~
because of· a\erie hindrance a~d the .only poslible stereoohMl1stri.s
. ,~ .
are either sq~.r. planar or. tl1.gonal planar,,'~er. have- ,hew no
r.ported sp~-fr.e square planal"cQ1.lpl.xe. of oobalt .(II ).. The
"
- .
ligand field· arising from trlethylcarboxy .. groups was not expected
to be large enough to g1 ve a spin-fr.e complex. A t:n.gonal planar
. alkoXid. of a bivalent metal May lead to two distinct stereoch~~trie$
I.lS shown by Bradley85. These stereochemistries are dependent upon the
oxy-gen-tlletal,-oxygen angles. A bridging oxygen1etal",o1C,Ygenangle of
o .90 leads to polymers with a mniMUJadegree of polyttterization of two,_. ,
.hown below.
A bridging oxygen-metal-o:xygen angle of 1200 leads to polym.rs 'Iodth
alllil'llJ1llllll,degree6fpolymeri~at1on of three, shown b.low.,
These alkoxidee were insoluble in nonpolar org~ic solvents an4
soluble in tetrahydrofurtJ.n and the parent dcohols. Th-eir low. volatility
and the similarity of the dltertiar,y-butoxid~ I.R. spectrum to that of. . .
86
zinc diterliary-butoxide indicated their polymeriC natu.re.The exaot
'degree ofpolymerlzation was not ,fou.ndt although if these oouipounds
were Similar to cobalt (iI) b1s-trirttethylsiloxiae (wlUch sublimed at
o
180 C at 0.1 mm.Hg)then' they would no~ have a ver,y large degree of
polynlerization. A comparison With ferric trlethylcarbonilate whioh
was found to be monomeric, with a. boiling point of 1JZoC at 0.1 m~Hg.
123.
indicated that it wu po.sible to arrange three tP1ethylcarbo:xy- groups
around a cobalt atOlll (atctUc' radii Fe, 1.17 i; Co,1.16 i).
A J1luch .J1lOr. detailed ,studY of.the ohetlliQal and'physical properties
of these compounds ilt :needed .beror. a stereochemistry lrlaybe as8tgned
to the cobalt atOm. The cOIllpoW'lds JI\.Y.iriitiat~ the investigation of
much roore int.resting ch'l!I'listry of .cob.lt leading to fu;rth.er ~olfledg.
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